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ABSTRACT

This thesis studies American civil-military relations at the level of an individual military service, and considers the impact of the Air Force’s organizational culture on its civil-military relationship. Whereas most of the literature on civil-military relations treats the military as a unitary actor, this study considers the services as separate entities with unique self-interest. Furthermore, each of the four services is understood to have a unique organizational culture that guides and constrains its members’ thinking. Using the structural framework of agency theory, this thesis explores the causal impact of the Air Force’s organizational culture on its calculus of cooperating with or resisting a national policy. The thesis reviews the relevant literature on civil-military relations and organizational theory, and then builds a conceptual bridge between them. Next, the thesis considers the history of the Air Force to discern several basic assumptions that shape its unique culture. These cultural insights then inform two case studies—Operation DESERT STORM and Operations NORTHERN and SOUTHERN WATCH—that demonstrate the causal impact of the Air Force’s culture on its civil-military relationship. The final section summarizes the key findings of the study and suggests logical trailheads for extending this line of research.
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Introduction

The civil-military challenge is to reconcile a military strong enough to do anything the civilians ask them to with a military subordinate enough to do only what civilians authorize them to do.

Peter Feaver

Refusing a popular mandate for leadership after the Revolutionary War, General George Washington chose instead to resign his military commission and return to his farm at Mount Vernon. In this iconic act, Washington firmly established the ethic of civilian control over the military in the infant United States.¹ Over two centuries later, the principle of civilian control still presides, and the reality of military subordination is an article of faith for the nation’s uniformed servants. Despite the seeming absence of civil-military conflict, the issue of civilian control is rooted in the tenuous paradox of armed delegation. As Peter Feaver’s opening quote suggests, the country seeks a military strong enough to fight foreign enemies without using its strength to become a domestic threat.² The institution endowed with exclusive and overwhelming power is trusted not to be corrupted by that power. Admittedly, civil-military relations in the United States have enjoyed good health, avoiding the obvious extreme of an armed coup. Nevertheless, the military services and the civilian policy-makers have not always agreed on the appropriate means to secure their common ends of national security. Consequently, even healthy civil-military relationships witness a continuum of cooperation and resistance between principal stakeholders. A military that willingly submits to civilian control is still a military that has its own interests.

Background

The theoretical literature on civil-military relations favors normative prescriptions for how actors should behave to preserve the ethic of civilian control. The undisputed titan of civil-military theory remains Samuel Huntington, whose seminal work The Soldier and the State advises civilian leaders to practice “objective control” by granting wide autonomy to the

Such autonomy bolsters the ethic of professionalism within the military services, which serves to reinforce their willing subordination. Sociologist Morris Janowitz responded to Huntington with a constabulary military vision in which the military subordinates itself based on “self-imposed professional standards and meaningful integration with civilian values.” Both theories therefore offer normative visions of ideal-type behaviors without describing the subtleties of how civil-military relations actually unfold on a routine basis.

Peter Feaver fills this theoretical void with a deductive theory that accounts for the rational incentives that motivate both civilians and the military. Leveraging the vast economic literature on the principal-agent problem, Feaver’s agency theory models the civil-military dynamic as a civilian principal employing a military agent to provide security for the nation. Framing the relationship in principal-agent language exposes the inherent issues of moral hazard and adverse selection, in which information asymmetries allow agents to pursue their own interests rather than those of their principal. Feaver articulates a strategic interaction between civilian principals and military agents that incorporates the costs of civilian monitoring, the divergence of military and civilian interests, and the probability of costly punishment for military shirking. Consequently, agency theory exposes a continuum of working and shirking in light of the material incentives involved.

Feaver’s parsimonious theory makes simplifying assumptions to offer a structural baseline from which to assess the impact of other explanatory variables. First, agency theory treats the military as a monolithic actor, rather than an aggregation of powerful institutions with their own interests at stake.

---

7 As Feaver explains in his own text, the terms “working” and “shirking” are borrowed from the economics literature on the principal-agent problem. These terms carry loaded connotations in a military context, but should be understood in a neutral context for the principal-agent discussion. Full definitions for these terms appear in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
As Carl Builder has suggested, however, the most powerful stakeholders in the national security apparatus are the military services themselves. If the Army, Navy, and Air Force are as influential as Builder implies, understanding civil-military relations at the individual-service level merits deeper analysis. Second, agency theory succeeds by modeling a rational framework that accounts for material interests; this structural approach creates a useful starting point. However, the theory intentionally neglects the cognitive-cultural origins of preference formation. Political scientists Adam Stulberg and Michael Salamone observe the tendency for most civil-military theories to “treat military institutions as static and monolithic organizations. Yet there is no uniform professional military ‘self-interest’ or creed to use as a benchmark.”

Understanding the nuanced characteristics of an individual service would permit greater understanding of specific self-interest in shaping policy preferences.

**Research Question**

Using agency theory for the structural context, this thesis relaxes these two assumptions to examine cultural factors at the level of an individual military service. This research agenda examines the civil-military relationship in the United States at the component level of the military services. More specifically, this thesis asks: *what explanatory variables shape the preferences of a military service in its calculus of working and shirking with civilian principals?* Consequently, this paper attempts to account for a rich spectrum of causality by adding cognitive-cultural dynamics to the material-rational baseline of agency theory. In addition, by scoping the level of analysis to an individual military service with its own unique culture, these sociological variables can emerge with greater clarity.

This work examines the dynamics of civil-military relations for an individual service, and argues that organizational culture serves as the dominant variable in shaping service preferences. When a military service

---

evaluates national security policy, weighing its options for cooperation or resistance, its organizational culture acts as a heuristic for informing judgment. Organizational culture operates like a paradigm in scientific exploration, predisposing the attractiveness of certain conclusions while creating cognitive barriers to dismiss aberrant ones.\textsuperscript{10} Therefore, national security policies consonant with a service’s long-standing organizational culture will generate enthusiastic working, while a policy inconsistent with that culture’s basic assumptions will set the conditions for shirking. The rationalist framework of agency theory supplies the structural variables for consideration, while an organizational culture analysis considers the sociological ones. Together, this complementary approach yields greater explanatory power for understanding the dynamics of a military service as an agent to its civilian principal.

To substantiate the explanatory power of organizational culture, this thesis analyzes relevant bodies of literature and synthesizes their findings. The civil-military-relations literature establishes the context of relevant incentives, while the sociological literature highlights cognitive factors that shape an organization’s interpretation of those incentives. More specifically, the sociology and psychology literature exposes the reverberating impact of organizational culture on its members.\textsuperscript{11} Furthermore, the influence of culture appears uniquely powerful for military institutions;\textsuperscript{12} military members all begin at a common reference point—the bottom of the hierarchy—and work their way upward. There are no lateral transfers into the upper ranks of the military service; senior officers all arrived at their position by ‘growing up’ in the patterns and norms of their service. These observations motivate a growing number of scholars to suggest the profound impact of military culture on security studies.\textsuperscript{13} For example, Jeffrey Legro describes the causal role of organizational culture in fashioning restraint and cooperation between the


\textsuperscript{11} Chapter 3 will cover the meaning and implications of organizational culture in greater depth, primarily using Edgar H. Schein, \textit{Organizational Culture and Leadership}, 3rd ed. (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2004).


\textsuperscript{13} Chapter 3 reviews the cultural security studies literature in greater detail.
British and German militaries in World War II. 14 This thesis appropriates these findings into the domain of civil-military relations.

As a useful exemplar of a military service with a strong organizational culture, this thesis studies the United States Air Force between 1990 and 2008. The Air Force during this period merits attention for several important reasons. First, with two separate incidents of the Secretary of Defense firing the Chief of Staff of the Air Force, this time period is bracketed by obvious breakdowns in healthy civil-military relations. In 1990, Secretary Dick Cheney fired General Michael Dugan in the prelude to Operation DESERT STORM. 15 Eighteen years later, Secretary Robert Gates fired General T. Michael Moseley after a series of unfortunate events, most notably the mishandling of nuclear materials. 16 Together, these glaring incidents suggest that the Air Force’s relationship with its civilian leadership is worthy of greater study. The second reason this period is notable is that all seven Chiefs of Staff during this time were fighter pilots. 17 As chapter three will describe in greater depth, one of the unique features of Air Force culture is the varying dominance of its subcultures. The common pedigree of these seven Chiefs—all having ‘grown up’ in the fighter culture—creates a measure of consistency for the system-dominant subculture of the period. Finally, this eighteen-year span is notable because the Air Force sustained perpetual combat operations for the entire period. In 1990, the service deployed troops and equipment for Operation DESERT SHIELD and has never left. Operations DESERT STORM, SOUTHERN WATCH, NORTHERN WATCH, ENDURING FREEDOM, and IRAQI FREEDOM have anchored the Air Force overseas for two decades. Consequently, this period affords a rich variety of policy decisions in which the Air Force figured prominently. Therefore, the period from 1990 to 2008 contains civil-military confrontations, relative cultural consistency, and a wide array of policy decisions suited to further analysis.

14 Jeffrey W. Legro, “Military Culture and Inadvertent Escalation in World War II.”


**Limitations**

This thesis ambitiously synthesizes the civil-military relations literature with the work of cultural security studies. There are, however, limits to the ambition and methodology of this thesis that should be confronted at the outset. First, this thesis does not claim *exclusive* causality for any one variable. Social science literature teems with competing theories of causality: structural versus cultural, functional versus constructivist, rational versus sociological, etc. This thesis will not end the debate, but attempts to incorporate cultural considerations into a structural framework; agency theory provides a compelling medium for fusing the two views. Second, some scholars critique cultural approaches to security studies for their use of “amorphous and unusable” definitions and tautological reasoning that cannot be disproven.18 This thesis cannot guarantee immunity from this self-serving logic but invokes as much definitional precision as it can. Chapter 3 explicates a specific definition of organizational culture, followed by unique facets of Air Force culture to evaluate in the case studies.

Finally, as a uniformed member of the Air Force for nearly 17 years, the author cannot claim an *objective* capacity to evaluate the Air Force’s organizational culture. One of the subtleties of organizational culture is its relative transparency to those who exist within it.19 To minimize the inherent subjectivity of such analysis, this thesis stipulates cultural observations made in published works by outside scholars. The author then compiles and categorizes these outside observations into a systematic view of Air Force culture. Although the observations come from published sources, the author’s work of categorization and compilation is itself subject to bias. This inherent subjectivity remains an irreducible limitation of studying one’s own institution. Nevertheless, every reasonable effort was made to minimize its impact on generating worthwhile results.

---

19 Schein, *Organizational Culture and Leadership*, 3.
Methodology

This thesis employs a case-study methodology to expose the explanatory power of organizational culture in Air Force civil-military relations. In broad terms, this work follows the customary arc of theory exposition and synthesis, case-study analysis, and formal conclusions. Chapter 2 discusses the essence of civil-military relations theory, with greater attention to the contributions of Huntington and Feaver. This chapter details Feaver’s agency theory in both formal and informal terms, highlighting the cognitive-cultural potential within its rational framework. Chapter 3 offers a lengthy articulation of organizational culture theory, its unique application to security studies, and specific features of Air Force organizational culture. Together, chapters 2 and 3 identify the gaps in agency theory that cultural variables can fill, why organizational culture matters to security studies, and the unique dimensions of Air Force culture that inform its understanding of national security policy.

From that foundation, chapters 4 and 5 present two separate case studies of national security policies in which the Air Force figured prominently. In both cases, the analysis compares the relative consonance of the policy decision with the stipulated organizational culture of the Air Force. This cultural consideration provides a textured view of the service’s self-interest in its calculus of working or shirking, complementing the material incentives already included in the model. Chapter 4 details the extensive planning effort leading to Operation DESERT STORM, while chapter 5 profiles the protracted season of Operations NORTHERN and SOUTHERN WATCH. Finally, chapter 6 summarizes the findings, offers concluding observations, and suggests areas for further research.

Throughout the Revolutionary War, General Washington nobly subordinated his decision-making and military policies to the civilian oversight of the fledgling Continental Congress. His conduct during the war, coupled with the willing surrender of his commission after it, established a noble trajectory for civil-military relations in the United States. The following analysis scrutinizes the continued arc of that trajectory, examining the Air Force’s relationship with its civilian principals by testing the relative impact of its storied culture.
Chapter 1
Theories of Civil-Military Relations

*War is at one and the same time an autonomous science with its own method and goals and yet a subordinate science in that its ultimate purposes come from outside itself.*

Samuel Huntington

*The best indicator of the state of civilian control is who prevails when civilian and military preferences diverge.*

Michael Desch

The principle of civilian control stems from the essence of democratic theory and the nature of war as a political instrument. In a democracy, the military serves a circumscribed and delegated role to provide security for the nation. The military’s interests are never autonomous, but must remain subordinate to the interests of the polity. The preeminent military theorist Carl von Clausewitz canonized this subordinate role in his enduring work *On War.*\(^1\) Clausewitz explains, “The political object is the goal, war is the means of reaching it, and means can never be considered in isolation from their purpose.”\(^2\) As an *executor* of policy, the military is inherently subordinate to the elected leaders responsible for creating that policy. Therefore, both democratic and military theories reinforce the primacy of civilian control, and the civil-military relations literature explores these dynamics with useful clarity.

This chapter offers an overview of civil-military relations theory, beginning at its source in democratic theory. Understanding the unique roles and accountability mechanisms for both civilians and the military frames the subsequent discussion. Next, the chapter highlights the contributions of seminal theorists like Huntington, Cohen, Janowitz, and Desch. These theorists provide the foundation on which Feaver builds the principal-agent framework of agency theory. Because this thesis uses agency theory as the chief prism for its analysis, this chapter includes a substantive discussion of

---


\(^2\) Clausewitz, *On War*, 87.
Feaver’s informal and formal model. Finally, the chapter concludes by exposing
the cultural gaps in agency theory’s rational framework, thereby establishing
the theoretical niche that this thesis purports to inhabit. The chapter prepares
the reader to see how organizational culture can be grafted onto the vine of
agency theory, preparing the way for chapter three to explain its causal
significance in the Air Force’s civil-military relations.

**Civil-Military Relations in a Democracy**

Democracies function through deliberate processes of delegation,
representation, and accountability. The general public delegates a prescribed
measure of decision-making authority to elected representatives, and then
holds those representatives accountable in subsequent elections. The public
therefore serves as the principal, electing representatives to serve as its agents
to provide sound governance. These elected representatives, in turn, delegate a
portion of their vested authority to other groups to accomplish specific sub-
tasks—to wit, the military is the delegated authority to provide national
security. In this second-order delegation, the elected government serves as the
principal and the military acts as the agent.³

This two-tiered delegation between the public, the elected government,
and the military creates boundaries of action and accountability for each group.
The elected government, accountable to the public at the polls, bears
responsibility for crafting policy and making judgments on the use of force in
the national interest. The military, accountable to its civilian leaders, bears
responsibility for offering sound military advice, assessing risks, and executing
the policy—to include using force and risking lives when directed to do so. The
distinctions between these roles and responsibilities carry moral significance.
Feaver suggests, “The military can describe in some detail the nature of the
threat posed by a particular enemy, but only the civilian can decide whether to
feel threatened and, if so, how or even whether to respond. The military
assesses the risk, the civilian judges it.”⁴ To be sure, the military may disagree

---

strongly with a chosen course of action, even offering sound political wisdom for its contrary counsel. Nevertheless, democratic theory insists that the civilian decisions hold sway. Huntington concurs, “The superior political wisdom of the statesman must be accepted as a fact. If the statesman decides upon war which the soldier knows can only lead to national catastrophe, then the soldier, after presenting his opinion, must fall to and make the best of a bad situation.”  

For the health of the democracy, “civilians have the right to be wrong.”  If the civilian leaders do indeed make a poor policy decision, their principal—the general public—must be trusted to hold them accountable in the next election.

By the same logic, the civilian principal must hold its military agent accountable for its conduct. Given the unique power delegated to the military, the domain of civilian oversight carries particular importance. As described in chapter one, the paradox of armed delegation creates an institution endowed with sufficient power to counter external threats, but sufficiently compliant so as not to become an internal threat. There is, however, some trade space in the exchange. Without resorting to a hostile coup, a military institution could still pursue its own interests at the expense of the civilian agenda. Therefore, the question of how best to ensure ongoing control of the military is supremely important to a democracy with a military as strong as the United States’. A wealth of scholarly literature explores these control mechanisms with greater fidelity, and the following section details the central themes.

**Civil-Military Relations Theorists**

For over half a century, Samuel Huntington’s *The Soldier and the State* has dominated the field of civil-military relations in the United States. Consequently, this section begins with Huntington as an ideological point of departure, and subsequently considers the contributions of Cohen, Janowitz, and Desch. These theorists prepare the foundation for Feaver’s agency theory in the section that follows.

---

7 Huntington, *The Soldier and the State*.
8 The analysis of Huntington and Janowitz draws largely upon Feaver’s work in *Armed Servants* and “The Civil-Military Problematique.”
Huntington

Huntington embraces an ideal-type division of labor between political civilian leaders and a professionally apolitical military. Throughout his work, he attempts to develop “a system of civil-military relations which will maximize military security at the least sacrifice of other social values.” To reach this goal, Huntington delineates two methods of civilian control over the military: subjective and objective. Subjective control attempts to blur the lines between military and civilian roles, making the military a political extension of its civilian leadership. Conversely, objective control honors the distinctions between the two institutions, granting autonomy to the military in performance of its delegated mission. Huntington clearly favors the latter: “Subjective civilian control achieves its end by civilianizing the military, making them the mirror of the state. Objective civilian control achieves its end by militarizing the military, making them the tool of the state.” To Huntington, objective control maximizes the professional ethic of the military and delimits the respective domains of action: the civilians make the policy, and the military carries it out.

Huntington’s advocacy for objective control counters the fusionist thinking of his day. Recognizing that military actions are an extension of political discourse, the fusionists sought to eliminate clear distinctions between military and political domains. The fusionists extended this logic further, suggesting that the military should embrace political nuance and refrain from giving “purely military” advice. Huntington rejects this view, believing that objective control, military autonomy, and clear divisions of labor enhance civilian control and national security. He concludes, “A political officer corps, rent with faction, subordinated to ulterior ends, lacking prestige but sensitive to the appeals of popularity, would endanger the security of the state. A strong, integrated, highly professional officer corps, on the other hand, immune to politics and respected for its military character, would be a steadying balancing

---

10 Huntington, *The Soldier and the State*, 83.
wheel in the conduct of policy.” Huntington therefore employs a values-based approach, offering a normative theory for how civilians and the military should behave to maximize effective civilian control. Feaver summarizes Huntington’s logic and causal chain: “Autonomy leads to professionalization, which leads to political neutrality and voluntary subordination, which lead to secure civilian control.”

Huntington’s work remains a classic in the literature, particularly among military officers who embrace the autonomy he prescribes. Other scholars in the field, however, critique Huntington’s views, particularly in light of the fifty years thence that did not corroborate his theses. Defense scholar Eliot Cohen, for example, argues that Huntington’s theory bequeathed to the nation the fallacious ‘normal theory’ of civil-military relations: civilians set the policy and authorize the use of force, and should then step back and give the military free rein to accomplish that policy. Cohen adds that popular misconceptions regarding the conduct of the Vietnam War and Operation DESERT STORM serve to reinforce the ‘normal theory.’ The conventional wisdom suggests that the war in Vietnam failed because of presidential micromanagement, while the Gulf War was a stunning success because of its presidential restraint. Cohen’s analysis refutes these misconceptions, and he argues that history’s most successful campaigns witnessed active presidential involvement at a level of great detail. “Rather than a comfortable division of labor, we observe in history a far more tense and exhausting interaction over matters of detail and not simply the broad outlines of strategy.” Cohen therefore rejects Huntington’s

---

13 Huntington, *The Soldier and the State*, 464.
15 In *Armed Servants*, Feaver presents a lengthy critique of Huntington’s prescription that the United States must “change or die.” Huntington believed that the United States must either embrace conservatism and reject liberalism, or suffer defeat at the hands of the communist threat. Feaver’s chapter 2 presents empirical evidence that the United States neither changed nor died, suggesting that Huntington’s thesis is therefore in need of revision.
ideal-type division of labor as an abdication of responsibility on the part of the civilian leadership. The statesman, Cohen argues, cannot afford to consign himself to being Huntington’s “patient under the care of a surgeon.”¹⁸ Cohen, in fact, used this very line of reasoning to urge President Bush to hold his Army generals accountable for the failing strategy in Iraq in 2006. Cohen asserted that President Johnson’s failure in Vietnam was not one of micromanagement, but rather a “failure to force strategic debate.”¹⁹ According to Cohen, more active involvement by the civilians is essential for the civil-military relationship to benefit the state most profitably.²⁰

**Janowitz and Desch**

Sociologist Morris Janowitz extends the normative logic of civilian control employed by Huntington. Janowitz profiles an officer corps that remains subordinate to civilian control on the basis of self-conception and willingness. Speaking of top military leaders, he writes, “In their day-to-day activities they live according to the self-conception that they are public servants, and according to their own formulation of civil-military relations, namely, that ‘there is no question about who is in control.’”²¹ Furthermore, Janowitz envisions a constabulary role for the US military in the Cold War, altering Huntington’s ideal-type distinction between civilian leaders and an apolitical military. Acting more like an international police force than a military, Janowitz’s constabulary force would patrol its global bailiwick, use minimal force, and seek “viable international relations, rather than victory” for its efforts.²² These changes to the military’s proper role, however, do not change Janowitz’s essential prescription for civilian control. He submits, “The constabulary officer performs his duties, which include fighting, because he is a professional with a sense of self-esteem and moral worth...He is amenable to civilian political control because he recognizes that civilians appreciate and understand the tasks and

responsibilities of the constabulary force.” By emphasizing the roles of self-esteem and professionalism, Janowitz repackages Huntington’s values-based logic in a different context. Feaver offers a valid critique of both: “In emphasizing the role of professionalism, however, both Huntington and Janowitz are vulnerable to charges of defining away the problem of civilian control.”

In contrast with these normative visions, Michael Desch offers a deductive model for understanding civil-military relations in light of varying security conditions. Desch’s theory incorporates both international and domestic threats, and contends that civilian control of the military is easiest when international threats are high and domestic threats are low. Conversely, the military is most likely to outmuscle its civilian leadership when domestic threats are high and international ones are low. Similar to the logic of Barry Posen’s analysis of military doctrines, this theory invokes an internal-external dichotomy, and varyingly distracted civilians constraining an autonomy-seeking military. Ultimately, Desch’s theory offers a deductive model with attractive parsimony, but it fails to render the civil-military relationship with any degree of useful fidelity.

**Agency Theory**

Peter Feaver’s agency theory absorbs the enduring contributions of the previous theorists by capturing them in a flexible model. Feaver appropriates the principal-agent literature from economics into the domain of civil-military relations, and accounts for the material incentives that inform the interaction. This section explains the core contributions of agency theory, and then identifies the elements in the model where cultural variables can provide added richness.

---

The Principal-Agent Framework

In economic theory, the principal-agent problem is created in an environment of information asymmetry in which a principal does not have perfect knowledge of its agent (adverse selection) and cannot perfectly monitor its behavior (moral hazard). These two tenets of divergent interests and information asymmetry thus inform Feaver’s principal-agent framework for civil-military relations. Given a military with its own self-interest and unique professional authority, how can the civilian leadership structure the relationship to ensure healthy subordination?

Before analyzing the model, the relevant terms must be defined and their implications understood. The principal-agent literature from economics uses the terms ‘working’ and ‘shirking’ to describe the two options available to the agent. These terms are consistent in the literature, and Feaver applies them to the civil-military domain despite the loaded connotations they have in a military setting. Broadly speaking then, in the civil-military context, “working is doing things the way civilians want, and shirking is doing things the way those in the military want.” However, this simple categorization belies a continuum of cooperative or resistant behaviors lurking beneath appearances. As the discussion of democratic theory demonstrated, the military-as-agent has a constitutional duty to perform its mission on behalf of its principal. The principal delegates responsibility to execute a policy faithfully, but retains responsibility for the content and consequences of that policy—again, the civilian principal retains “the right to be wrong.” Therefore, ‘working’ should meet a higher standard of conduct that faithfully abides the civilians’ intent. Feaver’s more rigorous definition states: “Working is the ideal conduct that the

28 Feaver, Armed Servants, 3. Feaver explains that his use of the terms is in the technical sense of the literature. ‘Shirking’, for example, is not meant to imply “lazy or desultory behavior, or possibly treasonous treachery.” He asks for “the benefit of the doubt that all plausible alternative terms were considered and rejected as presenting equally problematic connotational or definitional challenges.”

29 Feaver, Armed Servants, 60.

30 Feaver, Armed Servants, 6.
agent would perform if the principal had full knowledge of what the agent could do and was in fact doing.”

Similarly, the definition of shirking must incorporate this higher standard of intent. Shirking can still occur short of a coup or a glaring act of insubordination like General MacArthur’s snubbing of President Truman. In fact, “the military agent is said to shirk when, whether through laziness, insolence, or preventable incompetence, it deviates from its agreement with the civilians in order to pursue different preferences, for instance by not doing what the civilians have requested, or not in the way the civilians wanted, or in such a way as to undermine the ability of the civilians to make future decisions.”

These definitions imply a high standard of faithful conduct for the military agent, and permit a spectrum of cooperative behavior to emerge. Without resorting to an open coup, the military can still imperil a healthy civil-military relationship with obstructionist working and petty shirking. “The health of the democracy depends...as much on respect for the process of democratic politics as on the substance of the policies that process yields.”

The Model

Using these definitions, agency theory models a hierarchal strategic interaction between civilian principals and military agents. The first decision belongs to the civilians, who decide whether or not to monitor the military intrusively. The next decision is the military’s as it decides whether to work or shirk for a given policy. This decision considers several variables, including

---

33 Feaver, *Armed Servants*, 68.
34 Feaver, *Armed Servants*, 302.
35 Robert Jervis offers a valid critique of such decision-theoretic models in light of systemic complexity. Decision-theoretic models such as agency theory incorporate stepwise decisions, in which one decision follows in light of the previous. Jervis argues that actual decisions are made contemporaneously in a complex atmosphere of overlapping expectations. Nevertheless, Feaver’s model does not purport to be an ironclad proxy for reality, and retains sufficient explanatory clarity to be useful. For more, see Robert Jervis, *System Effects: Complexity in Political and Social Life* (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1997), 85.
36 This consideration incorporates the perceived cost of that monitoring, as well as its role as an incentive to the military, which is assumed to prefer autonomy (non-intrusive monitoring).
the divergence of interests involved and the military’s perception of receiving costly punishment if its shirking is detected.\textsuperscript{37} Finally, if the military decides to shirk and the civilians detect the shirking, the final decision belongs to the civilians: whether (and how) to punish the military for its transgression. In sum, the strategic interaction of the model incorporates a wide array of variables: external context factors embedded in the civilians’ monitoring decision, the convergence and strength of interests informing the military’s decision to work or shirk, and cost considerations captured in the perception and reality of punishment.

For the purposes of this study, the most illuminating element of the model is the military’s decision to work or shirk. In formal terms, the decision to work is expressed by the following inequality:

\[ \text{agp} > \text{s} - \text{w} \]

where
- \( \text{ag} = \) the probability of detecting shirking
- \( g = \) the probability of civilians choosing to punish shirking
- \( p = \) the cost of the punishment to the military
- \( s = \) the military’s policy preference
- \( w = \) the civilian’s policy decision\textsuperscript{38}

In plain language, the inequality states that working will occur when the military’s calculation of being caught and meaningfully punished is greater than the divergence of respective interests. Or, as Feaver suggests, the military “will work only if the punishment is great enough to reduce the net gain of shirking below that of working.”\textsuperscript{39} The movement of these variables therefore creates conditions in which working or shirking is more or less likely to occur. Decreasing any of the variables on the left side of the inequality will decrease the perception of costly punishment, thereby increasing the likelihood of shirking.\textsuperscript{40} For example, if the civilians choose to monitor non-intrusively,

\textsuperscript{37} If the military and the civilians want the same thing, there is no incentive to shirk. Conversely, if the military has a divergent interest and believes their shirking will not be detected, or not be punished, or that the punishment would not be costly, its incentive to shirk increases.

\textsuperscript{38} This inequality and the associated variables are simplified from Feaver’s more complex model.

\textsuperscript{39} Feaver, \textit{Armed Servants}, 107.

\textsuperscript{40} By obvious extension, \textit{increasing} the left-side variables will \textit{reduce} the probability of shirking. Increasing either ‘s’ or ‘w’ on the right side only has relevance vis-à-vis the
decreasing the probability of detecting shirking (‘a’ is less), *ceteris paribus* one would expect shirking to be more likely. Similarly, if the military felt strongly about a particular policy on which it disagreed significantly with the civilians (increasing the magnitude of ‘s – w’), shirking is likewise more probable. Finally, if the military works for a politically powerful civilian with a track record for punishing military failures (‘g’ is greater), the likelihood of shirking is reduced.

By modeling this hierarchy of choices and incentives, Feaver incorporates much of the substantive findings of the previously described theories. “For instance,” he argues, “the model shows how Huntington’s arguments about the optimal form of delegation can be true under certain conditions, some of which Huntington recognized and some of which he did not explicitly identify.”

Similarly, the model captures Desch’s conclusion that civil-military relations will be their worst with a high domestic threat and a low international one. During periods of domestic crisis, the civilians are more likely to be distracted by political concerns, thereby reducing the probability of detecting and punishing shirking, thus increasing the probability of the military choosing to shirk. This rational framework succeeds by remaining simple enough to be useable, while incorporating enough causal variables to be useful. In addition, it exposes gradations of working and shirking to assess the relative health of the civil-military relationship. While traditional models are silent short of the extremes, agency theory offers a relational continuum and suggests which external variables are likely to foster a relatively subordinate or stubborn military. Consequently, the model provides a useful understanding of what the civilians and military *actually* do, rather than simply prescribing what they *should* do.
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41 Feaver, *Armed Servants*, 113.
Preference Formation and the Role of Culture

In Feaver’s model, the military is assumed to care about national security policy and to have its own idea of the right policies to pursue.43 This thesis explores more deeply how a military service constructs its policy preferences on the basis of its organizational culture. For simplicity, agency theory assumes the military has its own policy preference; this thesis probes that assumption to ask why a particular service has its own preference and what variables shape that preference most profoundly.

Agency theory assumes the military has three categories of policy preferences: the content of the policy, the interpretation of its behavior, and a general preference for autonomy.44 The model recognizes that military preferences for the content of a policy will vary based on the situation, but stipulates that militaries generally prefer offensive situations and will likely inflate threats and requirements to meet a potential foe from a position of advantage.45 In addition, the theory assumes that the military is concerned with its honor and the outside perception of its behavior. Feaver suggests this normative preference may actually dampen the effect of divergent preferences over policy content: “Thus the preference for honor can work to mute the impulse to shirk for military agents, even when other factors...indicate they should.”46 Feaver extends this argument, suggesting that the military’s organizational culture of subordination forms an essential component of civilian control. “In the civil-military context, an organizational norm that stresses obedience gives both civilians and the military a common expectation that the military will be subordinate.”47

This thesis explicitly addresses these assumptions. In its current form, agency theory stipulates that the military will have a preference, but does not presume to suggest the antecedents of that preference. Furthermore, the theory assumes a dampening effect from the general military culture of subordination. Greater fidelity can, however, be extracted from the model in

43 Feaver, Armed Servants, 63.
44 Feaver, Armed Servants, 63.
45 Feaver, Armed Servants, 63. This assumption is echoed in Posen, Sources of Military Doctrine.
46 Feaver, Armed Servants, 64.
47 Feaver, Armed Servants, 80.
these two dimensions: first, by disaggregating the military writ large and analyzing a unique military service; and second, by studying a service’s unique organizational culture that directly informs its policy formation. The respective military services have distinct personalities, and a service’s unique culture may trigger impulses that echo more loudly than the assumed ethic of subordination.  

For example, the Air Force may still be carrying strains of iconoclastic DNA injected by the fiery Billy Mitchell. In that case, a cultural norm of ‘independent thinking’ may shape behaviors more strongly than the prevailing military norm of subordination. The next chapter explores these possibilities further, and articulates the rationale for understanding a service’s organizational culture. After chapter three explains the power of organizational culture for the Air Force, the two case studies use agency theory to test the importance of culture in shaping Air Force preferences. The case studies will consider the contextual and material incentives modeled by agency theory (variables a, g, p, and w), while analyzing the influence of culture on the Air Force’s preference formation (variable ‘s’) and its decision to work or shirk.

**Conclusion**

Civilian control of the military is an article of faith in the United States. Anchored in the logic of democratic theory and echoed in Clausewitz, military subordination to civilian policy constitutes an essential requirement for healthy democracies. Prominent civil-military theorists like Huntington affirm its importance, offering normative prescriptions of objective control to sustain a willingly subordinate and professional military. Instead of a normative theory, Feaver’s agency theory offers a deductive model that makes a causal connection between material incentives and the military’s decision to work or shirk. As a rational baseline, agency theory provides a fitting backdrop to assess the impact of sociological variables. Feaver’s analysis makes simplifying assumptions about military preferences and the dampening impact of a culture of subordination. This thesis complicates these assumptions by analyzing the

---

heuristic of organizational culture in forming policy preferences for the Air Force. Blending cultural considerations into a rational framework ultimately fosters a deeper understanding of the Air Force’s civil-military relationship.
Chapter 2

The Power of Organizational Culture

*The perceptions supplied by an organizational culture sometimes can lead an official to behave not as the situation requires but as the culture expects.*

James Q. Wilson

The rational framework of agency theory aptly models the structural incentives that inform civilian and military behavior. This chapter complements that top-down approach with a bottom-up analysis of the cognitive dimensions of the military’s behavior. Political scientist Elizabeth Kier suggests that “making sense of how structure matters or what incentives it provides often requires understanding the meanings that actors attach to their material world.”1 An organization’s culture supplies that meaning to make sense of its external and internal environment. Furthermore, the potency of organizational culture is particularly strong for military organizations given their unique parameters of entry and advancement.2 As the single port of entry into the military force, basic military training explicitly inculcates new beliefs, assumptions, and language into fresh recruits. Decades later, a portion of these recruits will have successfully navigated the complex shoals of training, operations, and bureaucracy to achieve positions of leadership. Their career success was in part a function of their ability to make the organization’s culture their own, thereby shaping their outlook on future decisions.

This chapter contains three broad areas of emphasis: a brief review of the literature to define organizational culture, the use of organizational culture as a causal variable in security studies, and finally, an overview of the basic assumptions that undergird the Air Force’s organizational culture. The first section weaves together various definitions from the literature in an effort to define terms for the rest of the paper. The second section demonstrates the causal role that organizational culture serves for military organizations, from shaping doctrine to systems acquisition and warfighting. The final section uses
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this theoretical foundation to survey Air Force history in search of its unique organizational culture. As discussed in chapter one, this cultural analysis stipulates cultural observations from other published works, and then synthesizes them into five categories of assumptions. These five tenets will form the basis for assessing the consonance of national security policy with Air Force culture in the case studies to follow.

**Defining Organizational Culture**

As “an empirically based abstraction,” culture can be difficult to define even though its impact is intuitively clear. The idea of ‘culture’ has been used to describe a wide array of phenomena, and its profusion can dilute its legitimate impact. If *everything* can be attributed to culture, then it lacks utility as an analytical construct. This section presents a select group of definitions from the literature to define more precisely what culture *is* and what functions it serves for members of an organization.

**Definitions**

Social psychologist Edgar Schein profiles no less than fifteen different definitions for organizational culture in the scholarly literature. While each definition spins its own nuance, Schein highlights four elements of culture that persist across the literature: its structural stability, depth, breadth, and integration. Together, these elements suggest that culture is stable across organizational generations; it abides at a deep and generally unconscious level; it pervades widely across the organization; and “rituals, climate, values, and behaviors tie together into a coherent whole.”

Reflecting all four elements, Schein’s formal definition of organizational culture describes “a pattern of *shared basic assumptions* that was learned by a group as it solved its problems of external adaptation and internal integration, that has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to
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those problems.”7 While Schein articulates a thorough sociological definition, other scholars vary the emphasis to provide heuristic conceptions of culture. James Wilson describes an organization’s culture as “a persistent, patterned way of thinking... Culture is to an organization what personality is to an individual.”8 Ann Swidler suggests a different metaphor, emphasizing the functional dimension of culture in supplying an action inventory: “A culture is not a unified system that pushes action in a consistent direction. Rather, it is more like a ‘tool kit’ or repertoire from which actors select differing pieces for constructing lines of action.”9 Finally, Kim Cameron and Robert Quinn invoke a colloquial understanding of culture, representing “how things are around here.”10

Several threads connect the core elements of each definition: a pattern of assumptions, an historical genesis, persistent durability, and a common basis for action. Therefore, this study will draw from these antecedents to stipulate a composite definition: Culture is the prevailing personality of an organization, rooted in its collective history, enduring over time, and comprised of assumptions from which it forms a basis for future action.

**Manifestation**

Schein explains that culture will pervade all levels of an organization, with each level of analysis amplifying a tenet of the root culture. The first level of cultural manifestation is an organization’s artifacts—the visible, sensory phenomena such as architecture, language, iconography, and ceremonies.11 These first-level phenomena communicate the priorities and ethos of an organization, and create the first impression for an outside observer. The second level of cultural manifestation comprises the espoused beliefs and
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7 Schein, *Organizational Culture and Leadership*, 17.
10 Kim S. Cameron and Robert E. Quinn, *Diagnosing and Changing Organizational Culture: Based on the Competing Values Framework* (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1999), 14.
values of the organization.\textsuperscript{12} These espoused beliefs constitute what an organization says it believes, “[its] sense of what ought to be, as distinct from what is.”\textsuperscript{13} Espoused beliefs that consistently prove effective in solving problems for the organization ossify into the third level of culture: \textit{basic assumptions}. These basic assumptions form the cultural cortex of the organization, establishing the “theories-in-use” that actually determine the organization’s behavior.\textsuperscript{14} These theories-in-use may or may not coincide precisely with the organization’s espoused beliefs. Nevertheless, this root layer of an organization’s culture—its basic assumptions—creates the cognitive “tool kit” for future action.

Schein invokes these three levels to describe what to look for in an organization to discern its unique culture. Additionally, he details \textit{where to look} in an organization’s history for the crucibles of cultural formation. Schein identifies two forces that mold an organization’s basic assumptions: “(1) survival in and adaptation to its external environment and (2) integration of its internal processes to ensure the capacity to continue to survive and adapt.”\textsuperscript{15} Therefore, understanding an organization’s culture involves searching out its artifacts, espoused beliefs, and basic assumptions as formed during its adaptation to its external environment and reinforced through its internal processes. These categories will inform the final section of this chapter in search of the Air Force’s unique organizational culture.

\textbf{Impact}

The core assumptions of an organization’s culture shape its interaction with its environment. Schein explains, “Culture as a set of basic assumptions defines for us what to pay attention to, what things mean, how to react emotionally to what is going on, and what actions to take in various kinds of situations.”\textsuperscript{16} This process of mental filtration and sense-making resembles the

\textsuperscript{12} Schein, \textit{Organizational Culture and Leadership}, 28.
\textsuperscript{13} Schein, \textit{Organizational Culture and Leadership}, 28.
\textsuperscript{14} Schein, \textit{Organizational Culture and Leadership}, 31. Schein attributes the expression “theories-in-use” to the work of Chris Argyris.
\textsuperscript{15} Schein, \textit{Organizational Culture and Leadership}, 87.
\textsuperscript{16} Schein, \textit{Organizational Culture and Leadership}, 32.
cognitive effect of a paradigm within theoretical science.\textsuperscript{17} Just as a paradigm exerts a causal role on the thinking of those doing “normal science,”\textsuperscript{18} an organization’s culture impacts what its members see, ignore, amplify, and discard. Therefore, an organization’s culture both “guides and constrains” its members, and biases the suitability of certain options while blockading the viability of others.\textsuperscript{19}

Because of these powerful cognitive effects, an organization with an established culture seeks policies that reinforce its core ethos. Cultures provide stability to organizations such that new policies or foreign procedures can appear threatening. In their studies of bureaucracies and policy-making, Morton Halperin and James Wilson identify the routine behaviors that organizations employ to preserve their culture.\textsuperscript{20} “Tasks that are not part of the culture,” Wilson notes, “will not be attended to with the same energy and resources as are devoted to tasks that are part of it.”\textsuperscript{21} Likewise, he observes that organizations will resist taking on new tasks that appear inconsistent with their cultural assumptions. Halperin concurs: “An organization is often indifferent to functions not seen as part of its essence or necessary to protect its essence.”\textsuperscript{22} These observations suggest that understanding the behavior of a military service requires a deep appreciation of the culture that shapes its thinking. Therefore, the next section documents the pervasive influence of culture on the military services and national security policy.

\textsuperscript{18} Kuhn, \textit{The Structure of Scientific Revolutions}, 10.
\textsuperscript{19} Schein, \textit{Organizational Culture and Leadership}, 8.
\textsuperscript{20} Morton H. Halperin, \textit{Bureaucratic Politics and Foreign Policy} (Washington: The Brookings Institution, 1974), 39. Halperin speaks of organizational “essence” which is similar to this study’s definition of “culture.” See also Wilson, \textit{Bureaucracy}, 101.
\textsuperscript{21} Wilson, \textit{Bureaucracy}, 101.
\textsuperscript{22} Halperin, \textit{Bureaucratic Politics and Foreign Policy}, 39.
The Cultural School of Security Studies

What if military forces were not what we pretend them to be—the military means to political ends—but were, instead, institutional ends in themselves that may or may not serve the larger interests of the nations that support them?

Carl Builder

Recognizing the impact of organizational culture on military services, scholars increasingly account for these cognitive variables in security studies. This section appropriates the academic discussion of organizational culture into the specific domain of the military services. The goal of this section is to demonstrate clearly that organizational culture comprises the dominant variable in shaping a military’s policy preference. This discussion will inform the analysis of the later case studies, as the national security policies are compared against the cultural tenets of the Air Force. To substantiate the power of organizational culture for the Air Force, this section advances four interlocking precepts: first, there is no single monolithic military culture—each service has its own unique culture; second, military service cultures are uniquely powerful and pervasive; third, the individual military services exert considerable influence on national security policy; and fourth, the organizational culture of the military services shapes their conceptions of how to structure, equip, and fight the nation’s wars.

Scholars have long considered organizational behaviors in their analysis of national security. For example, two foundational works in the field—Posen’s *Sources of Military Doctrine* and Allison’s *Essence of Decision*—incorporate organizational theory as a primary lens of analysis. In general, these analyses of military behavior consider the military as a monolithic whole with generalized preferences. Posen, for example, assumes a military preference for offensive doctrines as well as “predictability, stability, and certainty.” A closer view of the military, however, reveals four distinct services, informed by unique
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cultures and holding unique preferences. Williamson Murray notes, “There is no monolithic American military culture. Rather, the four services, reflecting their differing historical antecedents and the differences in the environments in which they operate, have evolved cultures that are extraordinarily different.”

Stephen P. Rosen’s analysis corroborates Murray’s assertion: “Each branch has its own culture and distinct way of thinking about the way war should be conducted.” This awareness suggests the value of studying each military service separately to inform a better understanding of its contribution to security policy. Analyzing a service with a unique organizational culture illuminates preferences with greater specificity and texture than an aggregate military view affords.

Understanding the culturally distinct military services is particularly important in light of the uncommon power of their respective cultures. While Schein et al describe the saturating impact of culture for organizations in general, military institutions constitute an extreme case. For example, the military services employ a “closed career principle” with only one way in and one way up. Military members enter at the bottom of the hierarchy, reaching the top only with time and steady promotion within the organization. From day one of a military career, the force-feeding of service culture begins. Military trainers baptize new recruits into their service norms, stripping them of their individuality through regulation haircuts, teaching them new ways to walk, talk, eat, clean, and dress. That same culture continues to inform the rest of one’s military career, though the shock of the new is replaced with the transparency of the normal.

---

upper ranks, those who survive to lead have embraced the dominant cultural norms. For these reasons, Kier suggests that military organizations “may be the most ‘complete’ societies of any ‘total’ organization.”

Culture informs the worldview of any organization, but appears to dominate the worldview of a military service.

In addition to boasting strong cultures, military organizations carry powerful influence in the creation of policy. In fact, Carl Builder asserts that the military services constitute the major players in the formation of national security policy. Furthermore, Builder affirms the uniqueness of each service culture—what he calls ‘personality’—and the causal impact those personalities have on service behavior. He suggests that these service personalities “will persist through the trauma of war. They affect how the services, in peacetime, perceive war and then plan and buy and train forces. To understand the American military styles is to understand what is going on and much of what is likely to happen in the national security arena—from Star Wars to the Persian Gulf.”

Since the military services are power players with equally powerful cultures, a growing literature highlights the causal role of organizational culture in shaping service behavior. John Nagl’s influential work on counterinsurgency operations in Malaya and Vietnam highlights the different organizational cultures of the British and American armies. These unique cultures, Nagl argues, explains the two armies’ varying capacity to become learning organizations capable of adapting to counterinsurgency operations. Similarly, Jeffrey Legro’s analysis of mutual restraint between Britain and Germany in World War II pits a realist view against an organizational culture view. Legro’s organizational culture view “posits that the pattern of assumptions, ideas, and beliefs that prescribe how a military bureaucracy should conduct battle will influence state preferences and actions on the use of that means.”
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32 Kier, Imagining War, 29.
33 Builder, The Masks of War, 3.
34 Builder, The Masks of War, 5.
36 Legro, "Military Culture and Inadvertent Escalation in World War II."
37 Legro, “Military Culture and Inadvertent Escalation in World War II,” 117.
understand phenomena of restraint in submarine warfare, strategic bombing, and the non-use of chemical weapons, Legro argues that the organizational culture lens offers greater explanatory power. For example, after both Britain and Germany executed “accidental” bombing attacks on each other in the spring of 1940, Germany largely brushed off the offense while Britain eagerly launched retaliatory campaigns. Legro explains the contrasting responses by citing that strategic bombing was not a part of the Luftwaffe culture, though it pulsed at the heart of Royal Air Force (RAF) culture.38

Elizabeth Kier’s study of French and British military doctrine in the interwar years sustains a similar line of argument. Kier does not reject the realist framework of self-interest, but suggests that cultural lenses inform the content of that interest.39 Builder concurs, observing that a service’s force-planning and systems-acquisition are largely shaped by cultural preferences rather than objective threat analyses.40 Adam Stulberg and Michael Salamone capably summarize the literature: “The common thread to these studies is that military culture represents the intellectual and inter-subjective capacity of the different armed services to come to grips with the tasks of preparing for and waging war in different strategic, political, and technological settings.”41 This paper advances the same conclusion.

This chapter defines and details the impact of organizational culture, and its uniquely powerful role in shaping the policy preferences of the military services. What impact then does organizational culture have on civil-military relations? The existing baseline of agency theory models an aggregate military with generic self-interest and a culture of subordination. This thesis relaxes these assumptions by: (1) disaggregating the military and studying one military service—the Air Force; and (2) analyzing the service’s unique organizational culture that informs its understanding of self-interest—a culture that may or may not prize subordination. Moving from the general to the specific, what

38 Legro, “Military Culture and Inadvertent Escalation in World War II,” 126. This case is made at length in Legro, Cooperation Under Fire.
40 Builder, The Masks of War, 6.
41 Stulberg and Salomone, Managing Defense Transformation, 24.
cultural assumptions tacitly shape the Air Force’s preferences? To answer this question, the remainder of this chapter undertakes a cultural analysis of the United States Air Force.

**The Organizational Culture of the Air Force**

*Who is the Air Force? It is the keeper and wielder of the decisive instruments of war—the technological marvels of flight that have been adapted to war.*

Carl Builder

This section canvasses Air Force history in search of its artifacts, espoused beliefs, and basic assumptions, forged in the fires of external adaptation and internal integration. Recalling the definition of culture stipulated earlier in this chapter, the goal is to uncover the prevailing personality of the Air Force, rooted in its collective history, enduring over time, and comprised of assumptions from which it forms a basis for future action. The methodology of this section searches out historical and cultural observations from published works, and categorizes the recurring themes into five discrete tenets of Air Force culture. This paper does not suggest that these five basic assumptions are the only ones informing Air Force action, nor do these assumptions saturate the thinking of every Air Force member. They serve as broad generalizations for the purpose of qualitative analysis in the case studies. These assumptions attempt to expose the “theories-in-use”\(^{42}\) that shape Air Force policies and preferences. In the interest of brevity, this section does not provide exacting historical detail, so interested readers seeking more background can follow the research trailheads suggested by the footnotes.

**Technology-Centered**

Without question, the most consistent and pervasive description of the Air Force is its core connection to technology. As Builder frankly suggests, “The Air Force could be said to worship at the altar of technology.”\(^{43}\) The service’s love for technology, however, is not a disembodied one; rather, the Air Force

\(^{42}\) Argyris, quoted in Schein, *Organizational Culture and Leadership*, 31.

prizes the human connection to technology as manifest in the *airplane*. An observer’s first impression of the Air Force, rendered through its visible artifacts, illuminates an organizational passion for the airplane. Nearly every Air Force base showcases airplane monuments, often right at the entrance to the base. As a point of comparison, the parade ground at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point is flanked by monuments to the Army’s great generals: Washington, Patton, MacArthur, and Lee. The Terrazzo at the U.S. Air Force Academy is cornered by the Air Force’s sleekest airplanes: the F-15, F-16, F-4, and F-105.44 Walking through the halls of the Pentagon yields similar conclusions, as dramatic paintings and pictures of aircraft dominate the Air Force’s corporate territory. This fascination with the airplane stems from the earliest days of the Army Air Corps. Perry Smith notes the visceral connection these early flyers had with their machines: “To him the airplane was not just a new and exciting weapon; it was what carried him miles behind enemy lines and brought him back; it was a personal possession which was given a personal, usually feminine, name, kissed upon return from a mission, and painted with a symbol for each enemy plane shot down or bombing mission completed.”45

This love of technology—particularly as expressed in the airplane—illuminates much about past and present Air Force behavior. Richard Hallion notes, “Generally speaking, the technology tail has wagged the Air Force dog.”46 The history of the Air Force’s acquisition of both the Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) and Remotely-Piloted Aircraft (RPA) suggests an institutional resistance to these disembodied technologies.47 Historian David MacIsaac avers, “However much the official spokesmen of the air services may deny it, [RPAs]

are not considered an appropriate topic for discussion by most pilots, among whom it is an article of faith that a manned aircraft can perform any mission better than an unmanned aircraft.48 Although the Air Force certainly adopted these unmanned technologies into the service, the bias for manned systems constitutes an abiding element of the service culture.

The Air Force’s institutional passion for technology and airplanes translates into a consistent prioritization of quality over quantity. For example, the Air Force historically laments the age of its aircraft fleet rather than the numbers within that fleet.49 Builder aptly observes that to an airman, “To be outnumbered may be tolerable, but to be outflown is not. The way to get the American flier’s attention is to confront him with a superior machine.”50 (emphasis added) This observation echoes convincingly with current Airmen whose service has labored mightily to procure the F-22 and F-35 to stay ahead of foreign competition. Smith agrees that aircraft superiority is the prism through which many Airmen view national security.51 Ultimately, this fascination with technology and airplanes bleeds into nearly every corner of Air Force culture; in fact, several of the forthcoming tenets of Air Force culture are derivatives from this technological core.52

In light of these observations, the following basic assumption informs Air Force organizational culture: The Air Force exists because of technology, and its ongoing superiority is sustained by the ascendance of its technology. As the first and most important machine, the manned airplane is the building block of the force. While unmanned technologies have their place, the complexities of combat require an actual—or virtual—human presence over the battlefield.

48 Quoted in Builder, *The Icarus Syndrome*, 163.
Autonomously Decisive

The technological DNA of the Air Force informs the next tenet of its culture: an abiding desire for politically unconstrained, uniquely decisive operations. Forged in the crucible of World War II, and spurred by a desire for service autonomy, an unflinching commitment to strategic bombing dominated the early decades of the Air Force.\(^53\) Even before World War II concluded, the Army Air Corps commissioned a strategic bombing survey to generate empirical evidence for its decisive impact.\(^54\) Neither tactical aviation nor theater airlift motivated a post-war survey as strategic bombing did.\(^55\) Robert Jervis notes that an organization absorbs lessons most acutely when its structure is altered or formed to learn a particular lesson from an event.\(^56\) The Air Force’s history supports Jervis’ assertion; after the publication of the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey, the doctrine of strategic bombing became the theology of Strategic Air Command, and by extension, the Air Force as a whole. Morton Halperin observes, for example, the curiosity of the Air Force’s blithe treatment of the Berlin Airlift.\(^57\) At a time when its public image was at its zenith—having shown the world that America was both mighty and good\(^58\)—the Air Force chose not to invest in or publicize its airlift capacity. Airlift seemed a distraction from its principal focus on strategic bombing.\(^59\)

The Airman’s love of technology and aircraft, coupled with an organizational commitment to strategic bombing, forged a focus on means instead of ends. Historian Michael Sherry details this phenomenon in World War II: “The leaders and technicians of the American air force were driven by technological fanaticism—a pursuit of destructive ends expressed, sanctioned, and disguised by the organization and application of technological means...In practice, they often waged destruction as a functional end in itself, without a

\(^{56}\) Jervis, *Perception and Misperception in International Politics*, 239.
clear comprehension of its relationship to stated purposes.” Muting the Clausewitzian ideal of subordinating the violence of war to its political purpose, Air Force leaders focused instead on the lethality of their means. Sherry suggests that among the Air Force leadership of World War II and the Cold War, “The task, not the purpose, of winning governed.” Mark Clodfelter extends this trajectory into the modern era of precision-guided weapons, noting the temptation such weapons might offer. He suggests that the precision revolution creates “a modern vision of air power that focuses on the lethality of its weaponry rather than on the weaponry’s effectiveness as a political instrument.”

One manifestation of this focus on means over ends is the Air Force’s discomfort with political constraints. Paradoxically, the centralized control and flexibility of air power make it particularly malleable to nuanced political pressure; however, the Air Force as an institution is acutely resistant to such ‘interference.’ The nearly unconstrained political environment of total war in Germany and Japan molded an expectation for the right way to use air power. For Air Force leaders like General Curtis LeMay, “Politics (except for the scramble for resources) ended when war began.” In future conflicts, the precedent of a free political hand continued to inform Air Force expectations in the straitjacket of limited war. During the Korean War, “Senior Air Force leaders ‘chafed under the prospect of political constraints’ that reduced the decisiveness of air power and surrendered initiative to the enemy.” Similarly, after the frustrations of Vietnam, Air Force leaders insisted they could have been more effective if they had been “free from political restraints.” More recently, this discomfort with political constraints climaxed during the coercive

64 The metaphor of the “straitjacket” in fighting limited wars comes from Dr. Tom Hughes, School of Advanced Air and Space Studies, Maxwell AFB, AL.
air campaign of Operation ALLIED FORCE. Subjecting every target list to the political sensitivities of each country in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) spurred no shortage of frustration for senior Airmen. After the war, General John Jumper commented on such politically constrained gradual campaigns, “We hope to be able to convince politicians that is not the best way to do it, but in some cases we are going to have to live with that situation.” Reflecting the consensus view throughout Air Force history, Jumper’s remarks convey the idea of an air war as an autonomous military endeavor with a “best way to do it,” rather than an inherently subordinate extension of political activity.

In sum, the Air Force’s mastery of technology has motivated a desire to unleash the full potential of that technology. The promise of air power grips an Airman’s imagination, and motivates a passion to showcase that promise. Historically, therefore, Airmen have sought to master the means of war, unshackled from the tangled politics of its purpose. This is not to say that all Airmen are uninterested in the political purposes of war, but indicates a trend that shapes the prevailing personality of the service. A basic assumption informing Air Force organizational culture is this: The Air Force has the power to change the face of the Earth. It can do what no other service can do. To realize its true potential, the Air Force should be employed kinetically, Offensively, overwhelmingly, and with minimal political interference.

Future-Oriented

The Air Force’s technological core predisposes a forward-looking orientation. As the youngest of the services, born from technological breakthrough, the Air Force “identifies the past with obsolescence, and for the air weapon, obsolescence equates to defeat.” Historian Tami Davis Biddle also detects this tendency in Air Force thinking, noting “too great a readiness to focus on the future without rigorously considering the past. This is an endemic problem in air forces, which develop their institutional identity around claims to

see and understand the future more clearly than other services do.”70 An organizational commitment to looking ahead pervades the Air Force culture.

The technological orientation of the service, however, fosters unintended consequences. While the Air Force looks forward, its investment in high-priced systems with long development times creates a counter-intuitive conservatism. The service builds its doctrine and force structure around the machines and systems in its inventory; however, when emerging technologies enable new doctrines or strategies, they threaten the viability of the Air Force’s posture. Builder explains, “In fostering technology, even for its cherished instruments, the Air Force is necessarily instigating new concepts and capabilities that challenge the form and preferences of its institution.”71 Mike Worden notes a similar vulnerability for any service’s commitment to its doctrine. During the golden age of Strategic Air Command’s dominance, the Air Force’s commitment to strategic bombing blinkered consideration of alternatives. “The intense single-minded focus on their mission and their enemy advanced a monistic perspective in an increasingly pluralistic world. Ironically, the senior leaders had become steadfast conservatives in a service that professed to be always forward looking.”72

Despite this discomfiting tendency for “adverse yaw,” the espoused belief of future-orientation informs Air Force culture across the service.73 Consequently, the third basic assumption of the Air Force’s organizational culture is this: Technology and potential adversaries change quickly, and the Air Force must orient forward to the unknown future instead of the forgotten past. The Air Force must pursue next-generation systems today to be ready for tomorrow.

73 “Adverse yaw” refers to an aerodynamic property in which an aircraft’s rolling means in one direction creates a yawing motion in the opposite direction.
Occupationally Loyal

The Air Force’s technology-focused DNA replicates itself in the hearts of its members.74 Builder asserts that the history of the Air Force is steeped in an individual passion for flying more than an abiding loyalty to the institution. He contends, “The Air Force identifies itself with flying and things that fly; the institution is secondary, it is a means to those things. A brave band of intrepid aviators, bonded primarily in the love of flight and flying machines, may have a clear sense of themselves, but it is not so much an institutional as it is an individual sense of self. And it is not focused so much on who they are as it is on what they want to do.”75 Builder cites the volunteer aviators of the Lafayette Escadrille, the Flying Tigers, and the RAF Eagle squadrons as examples of noble men who served honorably, but were motivated by their love of flying. “The prospect of combat is not the essential draw; it is simply the justification for having and flying these splendid machines.”76

Within the Air Force, this phenomenon gives rise to a “fractionated confederation of subcultures rather than a cohesive military service.”77 In his study of Air Force cultural cohesion, James Smith notes the high level of occupational versus institutional loyalties, particularly among pilots.78 As a service built around a visceral connection with unique machines, loyalties migrate to those machines—and one’s experience of them—rather than to the larger institution.79 Throughout the Air Force’s history, “People found themselves in an institution because that was the place to do what they wanted to do—to fly airplanes, to work on rockets, to develop missiles, to learn an interesting or promising trade, etc.”80 A recent advertising campaign by the Air Force reinforced this idea by showing young people pursuing their passions—snowboarding, bicycle racing, flying remote-controlled airplanes—and then

74 The discussion of this tenet does not impugn the patriotic motives of any Air Force member, but paints a broad outline of historic trends across the service.
75 Builder, The Masks of War, 37.
76 Builder, The Masks of War, 23.
77 Smith, “USAF Culture and Cohesion,” 22.
78 “Occupational” orientation refers to a primary loyalty to the task or occupation, whereas an “institutional” orientation gives chief loyalty to the institution itself over the task performed within that institution.
79 For greater historical background on the genesis of this subculture phenomenon, see Builder, The Icarus Syndrome.
80 Builder, The Icarus Syndrome, 35.
announcing, “We’ve been waiting for you.”81 The Air Force markets itself as a venue for doing what you love—but higher, faster, and with a grander purpose.

This occupational orientation often inspires loyalties to subgroups within the larger Air Force. Because the Air Force maintains a diverse mission portfolio in several warfighting domains, unique subcultures have developed within insulated commands. Then-Chief of Staff of the Air Force Merrill McPeak lamented, “People built loyalties around their commands—intense loyalties in fact—rather than loyalties to air and space power as a whole, to a broader, more comprehensive mission.”82 Air Force officer and historian Edward Mann observes the same about the service in 1990, “We were a conglomerate of specialists with greater loyalty to machines and sleeve patches than to any single unifying theme or to the Air Force itself...Over the years, we in the Air Force had cloistered ourselves in occupational monasteries, efficiently performing the rites of our orders with no sense of the church’s mission.”83 These dynamics suggest a hierarchy of overlapping motivations within the Air Force culture; desires to serve the country, lead Airmen, fly an airplane, build secure cybernetworks, and control satellites all collide in a mosaic of motivations. Consequently, a basic assumption persists: *The Air Force is an honorable and patriotic means to practice a desirable high-tech trade. Loyalties to the trade, machine, and subculture often outweigh loyalty to the institution.*

**Self-Aware**

As the youngest of the military services, and one that fought hard for its organizational autonomy, the Air Force is uniquely self-aware of its institutional legitimacy. During its infancy as an organization, the Air Force’s adaptation to its external environment required fierce defense of its turf. Assigning roles and missions among the services spawned fractious debate and bureaucratic
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81 Melanie Streeter, “‘We’ve Been Waiting’ Campaign Returns to Television,” *Airman* (November 2004): 9.
These dynamics imbued the Air Force with a sensitivity to its rightful place in the pantheon of established military services. Builder claims, “The Air Force...has always been most sensitive to defending or guarding its legitimacy as an independent institution.” In fact, as recently as December 2009, the Chief of Staff of the Air Force was seeking fresh articulations of “why we need an independent Air Force.” Such a rhetorical exercise indicates the service still suffers an unsteady conviction of its own *raison d’être*.

This self-aware posture subjects the service to periodic bouts of identity crisis. In 1989, an unpublished white paper entitled “A View of the Air Force Today” circulated throughout the Air Force. Its authors articulated an array of concerns about the state of their service, and ultimately concluded: “the Air Force seems to have lost its sense of identity and unique contribution.” Two years later, the stunning success of Operation DESERT STORM seemed to resolve the crisis for the Air Force as it proved its decisive worth in dramatic fashion. The institutional self-confidence, however, was short-lived. In a study published by the Center for Strategic Budgetary Assessments in September 2009, Thomas Ehrhard concludes, “Today’s Air Force is experiencing an institutional identity crisis that places it at an historical nadir of confidence, reputation, and influence.” Symptomatic of this crisis of confidence, Charles Dunlap likewise avers that many airmen feel unappreciated by the other services.

These phenomena underscore the final basic assumption of Air Force organizational culture: *Major combat operations are the best setting to showcase the full potential of the independent Air Force. In any other venue, the Air Force serves an essential supporting role in which it is largely taken for granted. During these times of transparent contribution, the Air Force must actively articulate its relevance to the nation and itself.*
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85 Builder, *The Masks of War*, 27.
87 Quoted in Builder, *The Icarus Syndrome*, 5.
90 Dunlap, “Understanding Airmen,” 126.
In sum, these five attributes capture much of the prevailing personality of the Air Force, rooted in its collective history, enduring over time, from which it forms a basis for future action: technology-centered; autonomously decisive; future-oriented; occupationally loyal; and self-aware of its legitimacy. Given the power of organizational culture to shape and sustain preferences, these five tenets are hypothesized to inform past and future Air Force policies. It should be noted again, however, that a distinctive feature of Air Force history and culture is the prominence of its subcultures. As Mike Worden demonstrates, the first half of the Air Force’s life witnessed a dominant bomber subculture, while the second half has been dominated by the fighter culture. These dominant tribes exerted powerful influence on the service’s culture writ large, but the five features described above appear to be consistent across both eras of Air Force history. Despite the inherent subculture differences within the service, in matters of substantive policy the Air Force speaks—and has spoken—with one voice. Consequently, these five assumptions subsume the variations of the subcultures and are postulated as enduring elements of the Air Force’s organizational culture.

In the following case studies, the analysis will test various policy decisions for their consonance with these five enduring assumptions. The working hypothesis of this paper suggests that policies consistent with the Air Force’s basic assumptions will engender working, while policies counter to Air Force cultural assumptions will set the conditions for shirking.

**Conclusion**

This chapter established the theoretical basis for considering organizational culture as an explanatory variable in shaping a military service’s decision to work or shirk. As organizations adapt to their external environment and manage their internal processes, a pervasive culture develops to make
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92 This assertion is intended to clarify a useful level of analysis. While studying civil-military relations at the service level adds value to the literature, parsing the Air Force even further (to the subculture level) would unhelpfully complicate the analysis.
Like a paradigm in research science, organizational culture provides a mental model for viewing the world, largely determining what questions are asked, what answers are given, and what data are determined to be outliers. For insular military organizations, the impact of service culture is uniquely potent and pervasive. A service’s culture affects how it is structured, what it buys, and how it fights. In the context of civil-military relations, organizational culture shapes a military service’s calculation of self-interest, informing its decision to work or shirk. While agency theory provides the top-down rational framework, this chapter demonstrates the power of organizational culture to inform a service’s bottom-up conception of its own interest and policy preferences.

The foundation for case study analysis has therefore been laid. The theory of civil-military relations explored the dynamics of two-tiered delegation in a democracy and the imperatives of military subordination. Agency theory supplied a rational framework for considering the context of incentives, creating a useful continuum of working and shirking. The theory of organizational culture demonstrated the power of culture to shape a military service’s policy preference within that rational framework. Finally, this chapter concluded with five basic assumptions of Air Force culture, suggested by its artifacts and espoused beliefs, and forged in its adaptation to the external environment. With this unique culture in view, the following two chapters present case studies of the Air Force between 1990 and 2008, testing the explanatory power of Air Force culture to shape its decision to work or shirk the civilian’s national security policy.
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93 Cameron and Quinn, Diagnosing and Changing Organizational Culture, 14.
Chapter 3

Desert Storm: A Case of Curious Working

Never in the history of air power has so much been accomplished so quickly and at so small a cost.

Jeffrey Record

The way the war was planned, fought, and brought to a close often had more to do with the culture of the military services, their entrenched concept of warfare, and Powell’s abiding philosophy of decisive force than it did with the Iraqis or the tangled politics of the Middle East.

Michael Gordon and Bernard Trainor

Both politically and militarily, Operation DESERT STORM appears to be a triumphant declaration of the right way to fight a war. From Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait on 2 August 1990 through the ceasefire on 28 February 1991, the American military machine proclaimed its coronation as the world’s only military superpower. The US military titan marshaled massive and overwhelming force, leveraged superior technology, obliterated the enemy, and achieved the limited political objective of ejecting Iraqi forces from Kuwait. For the generation of officers whose careers began in the jungles of Vietnam, the Gulf War offered a striking rebuke of quagmire conflicts and seemed to validate their lessons learned. One such lesson concerned the proper roles of the civilian government and the military during war. As a stark contrast to Vietnam’s muddled dysfunction, the cooperation between the National Command Authorities (NCA) and the military decision-makers during the Gulf War has been hailed as the model of healthy civil-military relations.1 As discussed in Chapter 2, Eliot Cohen cites this common appraisal of the Gulf War as prime corroboration of the ‘normal theory’ of civil-military relations.2

The truth, however, reveals a far more textured array of civil-military confrontation and policy-grappling.
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One of the most prominent cases of civil-military disagreement in the Gulf War came at the dawn of the crisis—the decision whether to pursue an offensive or defensive strategy against Saddam Hussein and his Iraqi forces. Bob Woodward paints a narrative of offensively minded civilians prodding a reluctant military—primarily Gen Colin Powell, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS)—to evict Iraqi forces from Kuwait. This narrative informs the civil-military relations literature, as Desch codes the Gulf War as a case of civil-military disagreement in which civilian preferences ultimately prevailed. Feaver, however, recognizes that the actual civil-military relationship was more complex than Desch’s typology implies. The United States eventually pursued an offensive strategy to evict Iraqi forces from Kuwait, though the method of doing so largely conformed to Powell’s preferences. Throughout the creation of this national policy, a spectrum of cooperation emerges, and agency theory helps illuminate the variables that create it. According to Feaver, the Gulf War exemplified intrusive monitoring by a strong Secretary of Defense Richard Cheney, and witnessed a complex array of working and shirking behaviors. He observes, “Civil-military relations during the Gulf War thus were characterized by bargaining, tradeoffs, and strategic interaction, much as agency theory would expect. There was more shirking than the conventional wisdom remembers—perhaps even more than agency theory would expect, given the relative intrusiveness of the monitoring.”

Therefore, the prevailing literature on Gulf War civil-military relations describes a generally healthy cooperation, the hawkish civilians pushing for an offensive strategy while military leaders urged caution, and a spectrum of bargaining that occurred along the way. However, this case crackles with further intrigue when one analyzes the cooperation or resistance of the individual services to the national policy. As noted earlier, existing analysis posits ‘the military’ resisting the offensive strategy proffered by the civilian NCA—a resistance that approaches Feaver’s stringent definition of shirking. The Air Force, however, showed no such signs of resistance to an offensive strategy. When the Commander of U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM), Gen H.
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5 Feaver, *Armed Servants*, 239.
Norman Schwarzkopf, called the Air Staff for planning assistance on 8 August 1990, he created a most unique opportunity.\(^6\) Schwarzkopf afforded the Air Force headquarters a rare chance to forge an operational war plan in its own image. Consequently, the Air Force’s stand-alone offensive air campaign against Iraq comported favorably with the offensive posture of the Bush administration, but was never embraced by Powell. As the following analysis demonstrates, the Air Force formed a unique enclave of working amidst an otherwise-shirking military. In fact, Colin Powell actively tempered the attractiveness of the Air Force’s air campaign, fearing that overeager civilian hawks might execute an air-only war plan he did not personally support.\(^7\)

What explains this phenomenon of the Air Force uniquely working in the midst of shirking by ‘the military’? The core thesis of this paper asserts that a service’s organizational culture constitutes the explanatory variable in shaping its decision to work or shirk the civilian’s national security policy. This chapter, therefore, argues that the Bush administration’s offensively oriented policy comported soundly with the cultural tenets of the Air Force as reflected in its own policy preference. The Air Force had a unique opportunity to craft an offensive air campaign, one that reflected its distinct organizational culture. This campaign offended the ground-centric sensibilities of the CJCS, but provided a handsome offensive option to eager members of the National Security Council. The difference between the national policy and the Air Force’s preference \((s - w)\) was therefore minimized, giving rise to unique Air Force working in the midst of military shirking.

To substantiate these assertions, this chapter explores the relevant contextual variables, policy preferences, and the consonance of those policies with the Air Force’s organizational culture. First, the chapter provides the civil-military context that informs the relative power of the key civilian and military players.\(^8\) Subsequently, the chapter highlights the ongoing interaction between
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\(^7\) Putney, *Airpower Advantage*, 221.

\(^8\) Recall that the military’s decision to work or shirk is influenced not only by the preference gap, but also by its perception of receiving costly punishment for shirking. These contextual factors indicate the relative strength or weakness of any potential punishment it might receive for shirking.
the civilians’ desired policy, the military’s desires as moderated by Powell, and the Air Force’s unique policy preference. Having identified all of the key variables in the working-shirking inequality, the chapter concludes with an analysis of organizational culture as an explanatory variable in forming the Air Force’s policy. This analysis addresses the extent to which Air Force cultural tenets are reflected in its chosen policy, and demonstrates that a resounding cultural fit explains the Air Force’s unique cooperation with the Bush administration’s offensive desires.

This thesis treats the consonance of the national policy with the Air Force culture as the independent variable, while the resultant working or shirking is the dependent variable. To present a coherent narrative, however, this chapter illuminates the Air Force’s cooperation first (the dependent variable), followed by an analysis of the national policy’s cultural fit with the Air Force (the independent variable). While this methodology differs from the conventional approach in the literature, it affords greater clarity in this particular case.

Finally, unlike most case studies of the Gulf War, this chapter does not discuss the actual fighting of the war. The conduct of this “short, victorious, and cheap” war is thoroughly addressed in other history volumes. Rather, this chapter shines a spotlight earlier in the narrative to illuminate the civil-military wrangling over what kind of war should eventually be fought. The focus, therefore, is on the policy, the planning, and ultimately the cultural variables that inform those policies. Finally, this analysis makes no prejudicial judgments on the strategic wisdom of the respective policies; it is beyond the scope of this work to judge which policy was the right one. Instead, this chapter explains the content of those policies, and in the case of the Air Force, demonstrates the causal impact of its organizational culture in creating it.

**The Contextual Variables**

The military’s decision to work or shirk is informed by the divergence of the policy preferences, weighed against the military’s risk calculation of being
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meaningfully punished for shirking. In Chapter 2, this calculation was expressed by the inequality:

\[ \text{agp} > s - w \]

where

- \( a \) = the probability of detecting shirking
- \( g \) = the probability of civilians choosing to punish shirking
- \( p \) = the cost of the punishment to the military
- \( s \) = the military’s policy preference
- \( w \) = the civilians’ policy decision

Together, the variables \( \text{agp} \) constitute the military’s risk calculation of receiving meaningful punishment for shirking—a calculation informed by the degree of civilian monitoring, and anchored in the perception of relative political power. This section explores the background context of the Gulf War period to gain a qualitative appreciation of the variables above. As mentioned earlier, Feaver notes the high degree of civilian monitoring by a strong Secretary of Defense throughout the Gulf War. All else equal, this suggests high values for both \( a \) and \( g \), making shirking unlikely unless \( s - w \) is particularly large. In Feaver’s view, the military shirked more often than his agency model predicts. The following analysis, however, suggests that for the players involved, shirking was not entirely unexpected.


Hailed as “the most important legislation since World War II” and “the watershed event for the military since [World War II],” the Goldwater-Nichols Defense Reorganization Act shook the sturdy foundations of the world’s largest bureaucracy.\(^{10}\) The legislation “sought to decrease service bias in providing recommendations to the National Command Authorities” by strengthening the authority of the CJCS and streamlining the warfighting chain of command for the Combatant Commanders.\(^{11}\) Previously, Congress viewed the four military services as wielding influence well out of proportion to their statutory responsibilities.\(^{12}\) Furthermore, the counsel offered to the President by the
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Joint Chiefs of Staff suffered the parochial dilution of each Chief, lacked consensus, and forced the President to adjudicate disagreements. “In designating the Chairman as the principal military adviser,” James Locher observes, “Congress envisioned him becoming an ally of the Secretary with a common department-wide, non-parochial perspective.” In sum, Goldwater-Nichols significantly strengthened the position of the CJCS, offering unprecedented power to any Chairman prepared to seize it.

Three years after the passage of Goldwater-Nichols, Gen Colin Powell assumed the role of CJCS and “wielded power and influence beyond that exercised by previous chairmen.” Powell redefined the post, and clearly understood his new mandate as principal military adviser to the President. In his memoirs, Powell recalls, “I did not have to take a vote among the chiefs before I recommended anything. I did not even have to consult them, though it would be foolish not to do so.” Later, after changing his official letterhead to include the word “Chairman” in front of the “Joint Chiefs of Staff,” he explains, “I was not the pipeline for the composite opinions of the chiefs. I was speaking for myself to the Secretary and the President.” In addition to Powell’s acute understanding of his own role, others in the defense establishment clearly appreciated the unique influence he exerted. Schwarzkopf comments that not since Gen George Marshall during World War II had an officer enjoyed the access and leverage enjoyed by Powell.

In addition to strengthening the position of CJCS, Goldwater-Nichols likewise bolstered the role of the Secretary of Defense. The legislation gave the Secretary an ‘elastic clause,’ conferring upon him the “sole and ultimate power within the Department of Defense on any matter on which the Secretary chooses to act.” Just as Powell embraced the enlarged duties of his role, so too did Secretary Richard Cheney. Even the indomitable Schwarzkopf gave
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Cheney a wide berth, noting that the Secretary had “unnerved a lot of generals by replacing one four-star and giving warnings to others he felt were acting with too much autonomy.”\textsuperscript{19} Then-Brig Gen Buster Glosson recalls Cheney as “tough and respected” and “in no mood to take any nonsense from generals.”\textsuperscript{20} This portrait of Cheney accords with Feaver’s appraisal of a Secretary who monitored intrusively and was not afraid to punish military shirking. If these were the only variables in consideration, military shirking would indeed be unlikely. Cheney’s clout, however, appears to be matched by the strengthened role of the Chairman seized by Powell. As the military adviser to the President with unmatched power and access, combined with personal experience as a National Security Advisor, Powell no doubt appraised his own political power favorably. Powell’s popularity with both the President and the public likely influenced his cost-benefit calculation of being punished for shirking.

The military faced intrusive monitoring from a strong Secretary of Defense, but it wielded strong political power in the person of Colin Powell. Consequently, the left side of the inequality—\textit{agp}—yields ambiguous qualitative results. The right side, however, incorporates historical factors that strongly influenced the military’s policy preferences.

**Symptoms of the Vietnam Syndrome**

Historian Barbara Tuchman once observed, “Dead battles, like dead generals, hold the military mind in their dead grip.”\textsuperscript{21} For the generation of military leaders in the Gulf War, searing memories of Vietnam seemingly informed every decision they made. Political scientist Robert Jervis observes that decision-makers learn the most acute lessons from history if they experience a particular event personally, if the event occurs early in a career, and if that event has a uniquely defining impact on the nation.\textsuperscript{22} Because of these criteria, Jervis notes a twenty-year time delay in national policy, as early-

\textsuperscript{19} Schwarzkopf, \textit{It Doesn’t Take a Hero}, 303.
career officers rise to leadership positions chanting the mantra: “never again.” Jervis’ insight clarifies the dynamics of 1990, as the captains and majors who plied the trails of Vietnam became the Gulf War generals. Their determination not to repeat the mistakes of Vietnam saturated their perceptions and preferences throughout the planning process.

The Army and the Air Force nursed unique wounds from Vietnam, and these varied scars informed different lessons. For Army leaders like Powell and Schwarzkopf, the lessons of Vietnam were these: avoid slow and noncommittal troop buildups, use overwhelming force to accomplish a clear objective, have an exit strategy, and be wary of air power advocates who over-promise and under-deliver.23 In fact, Powell’s commitment to these lessons became enshrined as the Powell corollary to the Weinberger Doctrine, a set of principles to guide the use of military force.24 These lessons shepherded Powell’s conduct throughout the Gulf War planning, as he “seemingly saw his task as ensuring that victory would be made inevitable by applying the Weinberger rules.”25 For Air Force leaders like Gen Chuck Horner, a different suite of painful lessons guided his conduct: shun political interference from Washington in picking targets, avoid the route package system for separating the Air Force and Navy, and use alert-ready Close Air Support (CAS) assets more efficiently.26 In fact, Horner viewed Washington-based target selection as the death knell of any war plan: “If you want to know whether a war is going to be successful or not, just ask where the targets are being picked. If they say, ‘We picked them in Washington,’ get out of the country. Go to Canada until the war is over because it is a loser.”27 These lessons powerfully informed Horner’s own vision of how to fight in the Gulf War, as the following discussion will show.

For the key military leaders crafting a response to Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait, “the experience of the Vietnam War hung...like a solar eclipse stopped
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in mid-movement.”

The power of the Vietnam experience suggests that the military harbored very strong preferences regarding the use of force. Returning to the working-shirking inequality, the variable $s$ represents the military’s own policy preference, and captures not only the content of that policy but also how strongly that preference is held. Consequently, for the inequality $agp > s - w$, the previous discussion illustrates the following: (1) variables $agp$ account for a strong Secretary of Defense meeting an empowered CJCS, and ultimately yields an inconclusive qualitative value; and (2) the military’s own policy preference $s$ appears to be held very strongly, creating the potential for a large $s - w$ delta.

In sum, despite the intrusive monitoring from a strong Secretary of Defense, the military wielded tremendous power in Chairman Colin Powell and held its preferences strongly in the wake of Vietnam. These qualitative variables paint a contextual background ripe for military shirking, as the following narrative illustrates.

**Civilian Hawks and Military Doves**

Despite the generally healthy civil-military relations during the Gulf War, civilian and military leaders found ample opportunity for impassioned debate. From the very first NSC meetings on 2 August 1990, a diversity of views emerged that would bracket the debate for the following months. This section highlights the principal views of the civilian policymakers and the military, as channeled through its powerful spokesman Colin Powell.

When President Bush convened his National Security Council on 2 August 1990, the principals confronted the essential question of an appropriate response: whether to draw a defensive line in the sand at the Saudi Arabian border, or whether to pursue an offensive strategy to evict Iraqi forces from Kuwait. As historians Michael Gordon and Bernard Trainor observe, “The lineup ran counter to what most of the public would have expected. The civilians were looking for a way to roll back the Iraqi gains while the military
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was urging caution.” 30 While the President polled his principals, the perspectives emerged clearly: Cheney was looking for options that could “hurt Iraq,” 31 and National Security Advisor Brent Scowcroft and Deputy Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger counseled, “It is absolutely essential that the U.S....not only put a stop to this aggression but roll it back.” 32 The dissenting view came from Powell, who resisted such enthusiasm for military action and questioned whether “it was worth going to war to liberate Kuwait.” 33 Powell’s interest in these political objectives—no doubt informed by his experience in Vietnam—inspired a swift rebuke from Cheney, who reminded Powell that he was not the National Security Advisor or Secretary of State. “You’re the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Give military advice.” 34

While the President did not tip his hand during the initial NSC meeting, he made his intentions clear two days later. After meeting with his NSC staff and top generals at Camp David on 4 August 1990, President Bush announced at a press conference that the Iraqi aggression “would not stand.” 35 Several days later, Bush outlined four key objectives to guide U.S. policy: secure the immediate, unconditional, and complete withdrawal of Iraqi forces from Kuwait; restore the legitimate government of Kuwait; assure the security and stability of the Persian Gulf region; and protect American lives. 36 After securing permission to base troops in Saudi Arabia, the massive logistical train of men and equipment steamed east and Operation DESERT SHIELD began.

The President clearly articulated his desire for an offensive strategy, but that did not prevent Powell from articulating a different vision. As the troop buildup continued throughout September 1990, the President and his fellow civilians in the NSC appeared enthusiastic about the nascent air campaign being developed by the Air Staff and U.S. Air Forces Central (CENTAF). Powell, however, retained grave skepticism about the efficacy of air strikes to

31 Putney, Airpower Advantage, 24.
33 Powell, My American Journey, 450.
34 Powell, My American Journey, 452; Putney, Airpower Advantage, 24.
35 Gordon and Trainor, The Generals’ War, 49.
accomplish the President’s objectives. In a meeting with President Bush and Secretary Cheney on 25 September 1990, Powell urged caution against the air-only option, and laid out the feasibility of economic sanctions as a defensive policy. In conversations with former CJCS Admiral William Crowe, Powell likewise advocated a containment strategy, and complained that “he had been trying to keep the administration tamped down, attempting to dampen any enthusiasm for war.” On 9 October 1990, Powell met with the British Air Chief Marshal and “was making the case for relying on economic sanctions.”

During the same period, the CENTCOM staff was preparing to brief the President and the NSC on their current war plans, comprised of a viable offensive air strategy and a largely defensive ground plan. Schwarzkopf confided in Powell his fears that the civilians might elect to prosecute the plan based on its enticingly offensive air component, to which Powell replied, “Do you think I’d ever let that happen? My problem is that I’ve got all these hawks in the NSC who keep saying we ought to kick Saddam out of Kuwait now. I’ve got to have something to keep them under control.” On 30 October 1990, Powell met with the President again, assured him that air strikes alone could not do the job, and requested an additional 150,000-200,000 troops to ensure a viable capability to evict Iraqi forces from Kuwait. While several NSC staffers interpreted this sizable request as a ploy to dissuade Presidential action, Bush agreed to the troop request and conformed the U.S. strategy to Powell’s preferred vision.

Evolution of the Air Campaign

In the midst of this political wrangling, the Air Force was busily preparing an offensive strategic air campaign against the Iraqi regime. In fact, the availability of air forces in theater and the attractiveness of the air campaign tempted the civilian administration to pursue this air-only approach. Consequently, Powell’s campaign to tamp down the enthusiastic administration was largely an effort to dull the shine on the attractive Air Force plan. The

41 Schwarzkopf, *It Doesn’t Take a Hero*, 326.
following section traces the development of that Air Force plan, its theoretical antecedents, its attractiveness to the offensively minded civilians, and Powell’s dogged efforts to prevent its premature prosecution.

**Internal Look and OPLAN 1002-90**

One of the ideological sources of the Gulf War air campaign was CENTCOM’s Internal Look exercise in the spring and summer of 1990. As the Soviet Union began to dissolve in 1989-1990, CJCS Powell directed CENTCOM to update its Operational Plan (OPLAN) 1002-88 to account for regional threats to stability in the Persian Gulf.\(^{43}\) Prophetically, CENTCOM planners drafted a scenario in which Iraq pursued an aggressive land-grab from its southern neighbors. CENTCOM’s response was codified in updated OPLAN 1002-90, which featured a largely defensive air plan to stop the Iraqi forces from invading Saudi Arabia.\(^{44}\) The CENTAF air plan had six objectives: defend rear areas and maintain air superiority; conduct close air support for friendly troops; perform interdiction to delay advancing enemy elements; conduct offensive counter-air against southern airfields; and reconnoiter enemy rear areas, command and control, and lines of communication.\(^{45}\)

CENTAF Commander Gen Chuck Horner was personally involved in creating the Internal Look air campaign. Consequently, it formed the baseline of his thinking when the exercise scenario became geopolitical reality in August 1990.\(^{46}\) Furthermore, one of the main lessons that CENTCOM learned from Internal Look was “no matter how much Air Force and attack helicopter reinforcements the allotted forces had, they would have a tough time confronting Iraqi armored formations.”\(^{47}\) Therefore, when Iraqi forces followed the Internal Look script and rolled south on 2 August 1990, Horner and his CENTAF staff began work on a defensive plan to protect US forces in Saudi Arabia from further Iraqi aggression. This armor-centric defensive mindset
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contrasted sharply with the other ideological source for the Gulf War air campaign—Col John Warden.

**Instant Thunder**

Within an occupationally loyal, stove-piped Air Force, John Warden defied easy categorization. Despite growing up professionally in the fighter community, Warden never embraced the fighter culture or a tribal loyalty to Tactical Air Command (TAC). Instead, Warden’s intellectual curiosity and appreciation of military history compelled him to look past the artificial divides of the Air Force in the 1980s. He recognized that Strategic Air Command (SAC) had co-opted the word “strategic” to mean “all things nuclear.” Additionally, TAC had embraced the opposite end of the airpower spectrum and sought to lead the Air Force “back to [its] roots of supporting the Army.” In between these poles, a vast landscape of operational art lay fallow, underdeveloped and underappreciated. After his year at the National War College, Warden published *The Air Campaign* in 1988 as a manifesto on the operational level of war—specifically, planning an air campaign to accomplish national objectives.

By articulating a theory for a conventional campaign against enemy centers of gravity, Warden refreshes old but forgotten principles of the early airpower theorists. His book recognizes that airpower could rightfully take the lead in accomplishing national objectives under certain conditions. Warden’s metaphor is that of a concerto, with one instrument in the lead and the other instruments orchestrated around it. “Orchestration,” Warden suggests, “not subordination or integration, is the *sine qua non* of modern warfare.” Consequently, when ground forces can be isolated or delayed, the air instrument could lead the concerto in working directly against political or economic centers. In these favorable situations, Warden argues that “the air campaign...may be far more important than the ground campaign,” and “the
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war can theoretically be won from the air.”  

Once Warden was on the Air Staff, his strategic thinking continued and matured into a paper he entitled, “Centers of Gravity – The Key to Success in War.”  

In that paper, Warden’s concentric-rings model illustrates a systematic approach for targeting enemy centers of gravity, with the enemy command at the center and his fielded forces on the periphery.  

Warden asserts, “The essence of war is applying pressure against the enemy’s innermost strategic ring – its command structure.”

In his book’s preface, Warden offers his work to “the air force officer who wants to think about an air campaign before called on to command or staff one.”  

Ironically, that air force officer was himself.  When the Gulf War crisis began, Warden was Chief of the Checkmate planning staff in the Air Staff’s Directorate of Plans and Operations.  After cutting short a family vacation, Warden hastily returned to the Pentagon on 5 August 1990 and began transforming his theories into war plans.  On 6 August 1990, Warden marshaled his Checkmate staff to begin assessing Iraq’s strategic centers of gravity, identifying the unique components of its concentric rings.  Warden was convinced that the existing planning architecture would not generate a truly strategic air campaign; he knew that CENTAF’s plan was inherently defensive, and CENTAF’s staff would be preoccupied with deploying forces to theater.  

Warden intended to fill the breach.  At a staff meeting that day, Warden told his boss Maj Gen Robert Alexander, “I do not have any idea how it is going to come out, but we are going to put something together anyway and see what happens.”

What happened next was a most fortuitous phone call.  With Horner acting as CENTCOM Commander in theater, General Schwarzkopf knew that Horner would be too busy working deployment issues to spearhead a retaliatory air plan against Iraq.  Meanwhile, Schwarzkopf and Powell were being pressured to give the NCA retaliatory “options” in the event of Iraqi misdeeds.
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Over Horner’s vehement objections to Washington-based meddling, Schwarzkopf decided to call the Air Staff for planning assistance. At 0800 on 8 August 1990, Schwarzkopf called the office of the Chief of Staff of the Air Force (CSAF) and spoke with Vice CSAF Gen Mike Loh. Schwarzkopf asked if Loh “had a team that could provide him with strategic targets for retaliatory strikes in case Saddam Hussein did something ‘heinous.’” Despite the operational chain of command specified by Goldwater-Nichols and the statutory limitations to organize, train, and equip, the Air Force headquarters had been invited to help plan a war.

Loh passed the momentous task down to Alexander, who knew that Warden was already hard at work on a strategic air campaign. Warden was handed his golden opportunity, and “the man and the moment met and jumped as one.” Warden and his Checkmate team furiously churned out a conceptual plan that faithfully followed Warden’s own concentric-rings theory. The Checkmate plan bypassed the Iraqi forces massed in Kuwait, and targeted centers of gravity in downtown Baghdad instead. Furthermore, Warden believed that after six to nine days of the air campaign, Iraqi leaders would capitulate, thereby obviating the need for a ground invasion. Despite objections from TAC planners who dismissed the nascent plan as “an academic bunch of crap,” Warden carried the enthusiastic support of the top Air Force leaders.

Only two days after the phone call, Warden briefed Schwarzkopf on 10 August 1990 with the initial outlines of Instant Thunder—in name and content, an open rebuke of Vietnam-style gradualism. Still desperate for a viable retaliatory option against Iraqi misadventures, Schwarzkopf embraced Warden’s briefing enthusiastically. However, as airpower historian John Olsen notes, the enthusiasm belied a disconnect: “It is obvious in retrospect that Schwarzkopf
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considered Instant Thunder a retaliation option to be executed if Saddam Hussein continued his aggression in any way, while Warden saw it as a stand-alone, war-winning campaign that should be executed no matter what the Iraqis did. The point is critical: whereas Schwarzkopf wanted an air option, Warden offered him a military solution to the problem presented by the Iraqi regime and believed that Schwarzkopf shared that view.67

The following day, 11 August 1990, Warden briefed CJCS Colin Powell on the developing Instant Thunder air campaign. Although generally positive about Warden’s effort, Powell objected to the lack of concern for the Iraqi armor forces in Kuwait. Furthermore, he refused to believe that the strategic air campaign could single-handedly accomplish the President’s objectives: “OK, it is day six and the strategic campaign is finished. Now what?” With characteristic confidence, Warden replied, “This plan may win the war. You may not need a ground attack...I think the Iraqis will withdraw from Kuwait as a result of the strategic air campaign.”68 Despite the corroboration offered by Loh and Alexander, Powell still insisted that Warden’s plan offered a useful retaliation option or prelude to a ground offensive—but it would not win the war on its own. Exhorting them to make the plan more joint, Powell thanked the Air Staff team for its helpful contribution. Warden and his team briefed Schwarzkopf again on 17 August 1990, and then flew to Riyadh to hand off the plan to CENTAF planners in theater.69 In Riyadh, Instant Thunder collided violently with Chuck Horner, and Warden would not survive the impact.

The Ivory Tower Lands in a War Zone

As acting CENTCOM Commander in theater, Horner confronted an appalling mass of Iraqi tanks on the Saudi Arabian border. The vulnerability of US forces in theater, coupled with the defensive ethos of OPLAN 1002-90, informed Horner’s concern with defensive rather than offensive operations.70 Additionally, one of Horner’s contacts at TAC had faxed him an advance copy of the Instant Thunder briefing. With an inherent disgust for Washington
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interference, Horner reacted violently to the very existence of Instant Thunder without even seeing its contents. After a cursory review, Horner flung the brief to his deputy, Maj Gen Thomas Olsen, with the handwritten comments, “Do with this what you will. How can a person in an ivory tower far from the front, not knowing what needs to be done, write such a message? Wonders never cease.”

Upon arriving in theater on 19 August 1990, Warden and his Checkmate team initially briefed Olsen and other CENTAF planners. Knowing that the CENTAF staff was preoccupied with defensive and logistical concerns, Olsen received the briefing positively and appreciated its added value to their plan. The following day, however, was a different story. Horner’s receptivity to the Air Staff plan did not improve in person; Warden’s presentation started poorly and eroded quickly. While Warden trumpeted the pure strategic merits of his six-day war-winning plan, Horner dismissed it as “an academic study” employing “Newtonian science.” The two men took turns lecturing each other, with Horner showing concern for the massive Iraqi armor presence, while Warden fumed at Horner’s preoccupation with the outermost ring of his model. Finally, to the hushed horror of everyone in the room, Warden impertinently opined, “Ground forces aren’t important to the campaign...You’re being overly pessimistic about those tanks.”

When the briefing concluded shortly thereafter, Horner asked Warden’s three assistants to stay in theater to assist CENTAF planners. Warden was conspicuously not asked to remain, and subsequently returned to the United States that very night. The following day, Horner hired Brig Gen Buster Glosson to transform the CENTAF plans and Instant Thunder targeting scheme into an executable war plan. Glosson understood his mission as head of the CENTAF Special Planning Group: “My immediate task was to put together a team and get them out of the defensive-planning mindset (in the case of CENTAF) or the win-it-all naivete of Instant Thunder (in the case of the
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With Glosson at the helm and Lt Col Dave Deptula in the trenches, the Special Planning Group authored a viable air campaign. Their finished product ultimately retained strategic elements from Instant Thunder, while incorporating elements of AirLand Battle doctrine to address the Iraqi armor in Kuwait. After successfully briefing Schwarzkopf on 3 September 1990 and Powell on 13 September 1990, Glosson’s air campaign gained maturity and viability—the only viable piece of CENTCOM’s response plan at that point. In fact, even though he had dismissed the “win-it-all naivete” of the Washington crowd, Glosson confessed the stand-alone attractiveness of CENTAF’s air plan. By early October, well before the full complement of ground forces was in theater, Glosson was eager to execute his air campaign: “The October weather was beautiful. As a commander, I was itching to take advantage of it. It would be less than truthful if I didn’t say that in fact, I desperately wanted to start this war in late October, early November. I just thought it was the right time and that we didn’t need the Powell build-up we were later forced to take.”

“Your air campaign is too good”

While Glosson showed no great affection for Powell’s massive build-up, Powell worked hard to scuff the finish on Glosson’s shiny air campaign. One of the most striking illustrations of the CJCS shaping the perceptions of the NCA came in early October 1990. The President wanted to hear the latest CENTCOM plans, so Powell asked Schwarzkopf to send a team of briefers. Schwarzkopf’s chief of staff Marine Maj Gen Robert Johnston led the team, with Glosson briefing the air campaign, and Army Lt Col Joseph Purvis briefing the ground plan.

The team presented first to Cheney, Powell, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 10 October 1990, and Glosson’s mature air campaign clearly impressed the assembled officers. In fact, Powell had grave concerns that the air plan looked too good; so good that the President and his advisors might unwisely attempt to follow it. Glosson recalls being counseled three separate times after his
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briefing—by Powell, Director of the Joint Staff Lt Gen Mike Carns, and finally CENTCOM chief of staff Johnston. Powell pulled Glosson aside and exhorted, “You’ve got to make sure when we go to the White House tomorrow that we don’t oversell the air campaign because some of those idiots over there may convince the President to execute this before we’re ready.”80 After Powell, Carns took a turn with Glosson: “Your air campaign is too good. The Chairman is afraid the President will tell us to execute. He wants you to go through the plan much faster and not be so convincing.”81 Finally, Johnston spoke with Glosson and channeled the same sentiment on behalf of the Chairman.

Powell’s resistance to an air-only war strategy persisted throughout the planning cycle. On 11 October 1990, the briefing team went to the White House and briefed the President and the NSC. Glosson’s brief was well received, and prompted Bush to ask whether they could simply execute the first three phases of the air campaign and stop short of a ground invasion. Powell—well-prepared for that very reaction—responded quickly, “You’ve got to be ready to do Phase IV because your objective won’t be accomplished.”82 Having tamped down any notion of air-only options, Powell’s next briefer was Lt Col Joe Purvis who presented the Army’s planned assault into the strength of the Iraqi defenses.83 This “high diddle diddle up-the-middle plan”84 struck the NSC as gravely unimaginative, and prompted National Security Advisor Brent Scowcroft to pronounce, “I was not happy, and it sounded to me like a briefing by people who didn’t want to do it.”85 Eventually, Powell channeled the civilians’ displeasure into his convincing case for deploying 150,000-200,000 more troops. If they wanted more imagination, then he wanted more troops. President Bush met with Powell on 30 October 1990 and asked once again, “You and Norm are really sure that air power alone can’t do it?”86 Powell assured him that ground troops were essential to secure Iraqi withdrawal, and the President approved the request.
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Working and Shirking

From these first two months of planning for Operation DESERT STORM, several salient points are worthy of review. Shortly after Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait, President Bush and his NSC agreed that Saddam’s forces would not be permitted to stay in Kuwait—they would leave by will or by force. The civilians pressed for an offensive strategy, but found surprising caution from the President’s principal military adviser Colin Powell. Clearly shaped by the national trauma in Vietnam, Powell urged a course consistent with the tenets of the Weinberger doctrine—state a clear political objective, use massive and overwhelming force, and exit promptly when the objectives are achieved. In the months that followed, Powell acted as a self-appointed damper of civilian enthusiasm, shaping perceptions and strategies to conform to his strongly held beliefs.

Meanwhile, seizing an opportunity and sanctioned by an unusual phone call from Schwarzkopf, the Air Force entered the planning arena with an offensive strategic air campaign against the Iraqi regime. Although asked for a retaliatory air option, Warden crafted a stand-alone war-winning strategy through the air. In the hands of Glosson and Deptula, Warden’s Instant Thunder plan merged with CENTAF’s defensive plan and became a robust air campaign against strategic and tactical targets in Iraq and Kuwait. The powerful, offensive air campaign proved enticing to the civilian NCA who believed it constituted an attractive and viable strategy. Powell, however, believed differently and seized every opportunity to dampen any enthusiasm for an air-only approach. Afraid that the civilians might enact a strategy he thought unwise, Powell urged Glosson to make his air campaign briefing less convincing and attractive. In the end, the President’s offensive objectives were accomplished, while Powell ensured that the means for doing so conformed closely to his own clear vision for the use of overwhelming force.

In light of the summary above, does Powell’s behavior constitute shirking in the strict sense of the principal-agent framework? The Chairman’s statutory role as principal military adviser complicates a clear working-shirking
distinction. In fact, Powell’s duty as CJCS was to provide clear—and, at times, contrarian—military counsel to the President. Feaver writes, “There is an exceedingly blurry line between advising against a course of action and resisting civilian efforts to pursue that course of action...Thus, evaluating whether shirking has occurred is not as simple as discovering whether military advice was followed. Rather, it involves judgments about the integrity of the military advice itself as well as judgments about the conditions under which civilians changed their minds. Were military advisors exaggerating (or minimizing) the costs of a course of action so as to tie the hands of the policymaker?”

Clearly, Powell was powerful and impassioned, and actively campaigned to ensure that the President followed the Chairman’s own convictions for the use of military force. Furthermore, as explained earlier in the chapter, the contextual variables of relative political power and strongly held preferences suggest that shirking would not be unexpected. On the whole, while Powell packaged his military counsel in a way that borders on enlightened shirking, he also appears to be acting within the robust authority vested in his principal advisory role. Ultimately, the Chairman’s conduct inhabits some middle ground in the working-shirking continuum—a position much closer to shirking than the ‘normal theory’ of civil-military relations would suggest.

What is clear, however, is that the Air Force enthusiastically ‘worked’ with the civilian NCA. The Bush administration wanted an offensive plan to evict Iraqi forces from Kuwait, and the Air Force delivered an attractive option to do so. The historical record seems to convey that Bush and his team may have pursued the offensive air campaign were it not for the active opposition of Powell.

Thus, while the military—as channeled through the CJCS—resisted the administration’s policy, the Air Force enthusiastically cooperated. What accounts for the Air Force’s unique position?
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Organizational Culture at Work

As Chapter 2 explains, agency theory holds that the military will work when its risk calculation of being meaningfully punished exceeds the divergence of policy preferences: \( agp > s - w \). Therefore, working could occur when the risk of punishment (\( agp \)) is particularly high, or when the divergence of interests (\( s - w \)) is particularly low. In the case of Gulf War policy, the left side of the inequality yields ambiguous qualitative values, thereby focusing attention on the right side: the degree of policy divergence. For Colin Powell, experience in Vietnam fostered an impassioned policy preference at odds with the administration, which inspired his shirking-like behaviors. For the Air Force, a clear policy convergence informed its enthusiastic posture vis-à-vis the civilian policy.

This paper argues that organizational culture comprises the predominant variable in shaping a service’s preferences and therefore its decision to work or shirk the civilian policy. Therefore, this section tests the hypothesis by evaluating the extent to which the Air Force’s cultural tenets comport with the civilian policy. As explained in the chapter introduction, the above analysis presented the Air Force’s cooperative posture first, but the causal implication cuts in the other direction. The hypothesis argues that a tight correlation between the national policy and the Air Force’s organizational culture will engender working. Having witnessed a unique degree of working in this case (the dependent variable), this section works backward to code the independent variable: the degree of correlation between the civilian’s desired policy and the organizational culture of the Air Force.

Technology-Centered

The Air Force exists because of technology, and its ongoing superiority is sustained by the ascendance of its technology. As the first and most important machine, the manned airplane is the building block of the force. While unmanned technologies have their place, the complexities of combat require an actual—or virtual—human presence over the battlefield.

The Desert Storm air campaign showcased the superiority of American technology as no other war had done before. A consensus view of the conflict holds that during Desert Storm, technology finally caught up with doctrine—at
long last, airmen could deliver the precise effects that early airpower advocates espoused.\textsuperscript{89} Prominent Gulf War historians Thomas Keaney and Eliot Cohen observe that five key technologies enabled the air campaign to succeed: stealth/low-observable aircraft design, laser-guided bombs, aerial refueling, the High-speed Anti-Radiation Missile (HARM), and the STU-III secure communication device.\textsuperscript{90} In fact, Warden, Deptula, and Glosson constructed their plan at the intersection of stealth and precision technologies.\textsuperscript{91} The F-117 stealth fighters, carrying 2,000-pound laser-guided bombs, did all of the heavy lifting against defended targets in Baghdad. These F-117s flew 1\% of the total sortie count, but struck 40\% of the strategic targets in Iraq.\textsuperscript{92} For many in the American public, the enduring visual image from the air war was a laser-guided bomb penetrating a ventilator airshaft in downtown Baghdad. These missions constitute a near-perfect consummation of the Air Force’s embodied technology-centered culture: brave pilots, sheltered in a technological cocoon of invisibility, penetrating hostile skies to drop bombs with pinpoint precision. For airmen steeped in the culture of the U.S. Air Force, it is difficult to imagine a more glorious scenario.

**Autonomously Decisive**

*The Air Force has the power to change the face of the Earth. It can do what no other service can do. To realize its true potential, the Air Force should be employed kinetically, offensively, overwhelmingly, and with minimal political interference.*

The air campaign was largely a politics-free, kinetic operation that most airmen viewed as the decisive lead instrument in a war-winning concerto. Even though Schwarzkopf had asked for a retaliatory option, Warden exploited the opportunity to choke Saddam Hussein with his five concentric rings to win the war from the air. “I have got to admit,” Warden later confessed, “I had more than a little bit of a thought in the back of my mind that we might be able to do the whole thing from the Air Force standpoint and that would be a very
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desirable thing to make happen." The Air Force’s desire to be decisive was not lost on the other players in the debate. Record notes, “Air Force planners, especially those back in Washington, where planning was dominated by a conviction that air power could win the war virtually single-handedly, clearly favored placing the main effort onto the strategic bombardment campaign.”

The Desert Storm air campaign also reinforced the Air Force’s cultural proclivity for independent, politically unconstrained operations. During the critical planning process, airmen were empowered to choose all of the targets, enjoying wide political latitude. During execution of the plan, the specter of Vietnam-style target selection loomed nearby, making President Bush and his security team careful to avoid excessive meddling. In fact, Horner later recounted, “We’ll probably never appreciate just how much freedom we had.”

On the occasions when Air Force leaders did experience political constraints, they chafed under the fetters. After civilians were killed in the bombing of the Al Firdos bunker on 13 February 1991, Powell insisted on vetting all targets in Baghdad. Glosson and his team complained to CSAF Gen Merrill McPeak who took it up with Powell, ultimately to be convinced of the Chairman’s logic. Likewise, when Cheney directed a large apportionment of air assets to the SCUD-hunting mission to keep Israel out of the war, air planners resisted such interference with their plan.

For a service that prizes autonomously decisive operations, Desert Storm constitutes an ideal-type case. The Air Force crafted—and largely executed—an explosive operation with airpower comprising the decisive element with minimal political interference.

**Future-Oriented**

Technology and potential adversaries change quickly, and the Air Force must orient forward to the unknown future instead of the forgotten past. The Air Force must pursue next-generation systems today to be ready for tomorrow.
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Operation DESERT STORM was at the leading edge of geopolitical realities and technological possibilities. As the Soviet Union crumbled, the United States emerged as the lone superpower and turned its attention to shoring up regional stability. The Gulf War inaugurated a new era, demonstrably proving the United States’ capability and intention to police the globe for good. Furthermore, the campaign showcased cutting-edge technology and provided an opportunity to renounce the hobgoblins of Vietnam. In nearly every meaningful dimension, the war and the air campaign accorded with the Air Force’s cultural predisposition towards the future.

**Occupationally Loyal**

_The Air Force is an honorable and patriotic means to practice a desirable high-tech trade. Loyalties to the trade, machine, and subculture often outweigh loyalty to the institution._

The evolution of the air campaign illustrates the tribal affiliations endemic to the Air Force’s organizational culture. As an exception to the rule, the tribally neutral Warden crafted an offensive air campaign that resembled neither SAC’s Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP) nor TAC’s AirLand Battle.99 After General Loh contacted both SAC’s General Chain and TAC’s General Russ, both major commands sent a team of planners to assist Warden and Checkmate. Because Instant Thunder was decidedly conventional, the SIOP-focused SAC planners had little to contribute and did not show up in the narrative again. The TAC planners, conversely, objected to Instant Thunder’s strategic ethos and dismissal of the Iraqi fielded forces. In response, TAC generated its own air campaign that Warden summarily rejected for its Vietnam-style gradualism.100 Ultimately, tribal affiliations molded the final air campaign plan, resulting in a strategy that allowed airmen from each domain to ply their chosen trade. While this aspect of Air Force organizational culture does not resound as clearly as the others, it nevertheless bears subtle reflection in the final Desert Storm policy.
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Self-Aware

Major combat operations are the best setting to showcase the full potential of the independent Air Force. In any other venue, the Air Force serves an essential supporting role in which it is largely taken for granted. During these times of transparent contribution, the Air Force must actively articulate its relevance to the nation and itself.

The overwhelming success of Operation DESERT STORM exorcised the demons of the Air Force identity crisis articulated the year prior. Stealth aircraft, laser-guided bombs, tank-plinking, and the visible carnage on the “highway of death” cured the plaguing notion that the Air Force had “lost its sense of identity and unique contribution.”101 During the planning of Instant Thunder, Warden articulated the mission “to bring the Air Force back into prominence.”102 In fact, the most publicly egregious example of civil-military confrontation during the Gulf War arose from the Air Force’s persistent self-awareness.

When the Gulf War crisis began, Air Force Chief of Staff Gen Michael Dugan had been in the job less than two months. During the early days of his tenure, Dugan intentionally courted the media, seeking to redress what he perceived to be a poor relationship with the press.103 After making a trip to Saudi Arabia in early September 1990, Dugan spent the flight home speaking with reporters about the maturing air campaign plan. When Dugan’s air-centric comments littered the front page of the Washington Post, Cheney was furious and summarily fired Dugan after only 79 days as Chief.104 In his subsequent press conference, Cheney cited eight grievances with Dugan’s behavior, notably his “egregious judgment” and “inappropriate” example.105 Few in the defense community argued with Cheney’s decision, recognizing that Dugan had overreached in his efforts to spotlight the Air Force’s unique capability to win the war.

Dugan’s transgressions illustrate the extent to which the Air Force was aware of its image and relevance. Despite the setbacks imposed by Dugan’s
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firing, the Air Force seized the opportunity afforded by the Gulf War to restore its image and rehabilitate its identity—a mission it confidently achieved when President Bush declared, “Gulf lesson number one is the value of air power.”

**Conclusion**

The preeminent features of Air Force organizational culture clearly saturate the offensive air campaign in the Gulf War. The Air Force’s proposed policy for winning the war was technology-centered; autonomously decisive; future-oriented; occupationally loyal; and self-aware. For several of these tenets, the Gulf War affords an ideal-type case study for which a clearer manifestation of Air Force culture can hardly be imagined. Through a fortuitous sequence of events, the Air Force as an institution had an opportunity to sculpt a campaign plan in its own image, soaked in its own cultural assumptions. The Air Force’s resulting policy preference accorded closely with the civilian’s desired offensive policy. This convergence of preferences minimized the value of \( s - w \), and explains the Air Force’s unique posture of working amidst an otherwise-resistant military structure. This case study illuminates the value of disaggregating the military actor in studying American civil-military relations. Whereas existing treatments of the Gulf War highlight the positions taken by ‘the military,’ this analysis confirms that the military services are unique actors who may work at cross-purposes with each other in the creation of policy. Rooted in their unique histories, the military services have distinct and powerful organizational cultures that inform their appraisal of the national interest. By comparing a proposed national policy with the cultural assumptions of an individual service, policymakers can predict pockets of unique cooperation or resistance from the military services. In the case of the Gulf War, the civilians’ preferred policy correlated squarely with the cultural assumptions of the Air Force, creating an island of cooperation in a sea of resistance.
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Chapter 4
Keeping Watch: A Decade of Quasi-War

As 1998 winds to a close, few can claim to have predicted in 1991 that overwhelming victory would lead to such tattered laurels.

Rick Atkinson

*I no longer have any sense of what the 'containment' of Iraq is all about. We just fly missions and drop bombs from time to time because we've been doing it for 10 years and no one can stop us from doing so.*

Andrew Bacevich

For the United States Air Force, the satisfying triumph of Operation DESERT STORM slowly deteriorated into an interminable decade of frustration. The heady days of stealthy precision bombing against leadership targets in Baghdad devolved into a protracted cat-and-mouse battle of wills with Saddam Hussein. The forty days of well-planned bombing became a distant memory, replaced with the routine monotony of enforcing no-fly zones, punctuated by an occasional strike against a fleeting mobile radar. Having proved its effectiveness, the Air Force became the policy instrument of choice in the years that followed. The employment of airpower, however, often ran counter to the cultural assumptions of the service, creating more frustration than satisfaction among airmen.

Over the lifespan of Operations NORTHERN and SOUTHERN WATCH (ONW and OSW, respectively), the United States flew over 265,000 sorties in the south and more than 122,500 sorties in the northern tier of Iraq.\(^1\) This containment of Saddam cost the Department of Defense nearly $12 billion dollars, as well as untold degradations in readiness and morale.\(^2\) The Air Force was particularly hard hit, as its constant shuttling of airmen and aircraft to the Gulf spurred widespread discontent and a hemorrhage of personnel out of the service. Despite these trends, however, the appraisal of this national policy remained mixed throughout the Air Force. While many lamented the apparent
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uselessness of “boring holes in the sky,”3 others touted the rare feat of securing national policy objectives through the air.4 Some commanders bewailed their plummeting pilot proficiency,5 while others appreciated the opportunity to drop bombs on enemy targets in a combat-like environment.6 Overall, the Air Force exhibited as much confusion as frustration, unsure whether to appreciate its leading role or decry the dulling of its blade.

While the Air Force kept Saddam bottled up in Iraq, the realm of civil-military relations exploded into prominence with the election of President Bill Clinton in 1992. With his draft-dodging background and his efforts to permit homosexuals to serve openly, Clinton’s military bona fides were questioned from the outset.7 Furthermore, the growing prominence and political power of Chairman Colin Powell conferred untold influence upon the subordinate military agent. In fact, respected military historians Russell Weigley and Richard Kohn published prominent articles expressing concern for the apparent power imbalance and an “out of control” military.8 The prevailing literature codes this period as a crisis in civil-military relations, with varying explanations given for its genesis and rationale. Through the lens of agency theory, Peter Feaver explains the turbulent dynamics this way: “The reason for these phenomena is that the underlying monitoring/working strategic calculation has changed, largely, I would argue, because of a continuing preference gap between civilians and the military and a dramatic lowering of military expectations of punishment. These factors, in turn, can be traced to many of the deeper changes of the past decade, including the end of the Cold War, changes in the relative power position of the military vis-à-vis civilians, and the
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exacerbating factor of President Clinton’s personal baggage, which he brought to the office of commander in chief.”

What does this appraisal look like in formal terms? As earlier chapters explained, the military’s decision to work or shirk is informed by the divergence of the policy preferences, weighed against the military’s risk calculation of being meaningfully punished for shirking. In Chapter 2, this calculation was expressed by the inequality:

\[ \text{agp} > s - w \]

where \( a \) = the probability of detecting shirking  
\( g \) = the probability of civilians choosing to punish shirking  
\( p \) = the cost of the punishment to the military  
\( s \) = the military’s policy preference  
\( w \) = the civilians’ policy decision

According to Feaver’s analysis of the civil-military crisis of the 1990s, the civilians continued to monitor intrusively, but the military’s appraisal of receiving costly punishment diminished. Thus, while variable \( a \) remained high, variables \( g \) and \( p \) were low and reduced the overall value of the left side of the inequality. Consequently, the right side of the inequality—the preference gap—is primed to dominate the result, suggesting that a wide array of working and shirking is likely based on differing degrees of policy agreement. In fact, as the Air Force over Iraq will demonstrate, an array of working and shirking can exist within the context of a single ongoing policy.

While the Desert Storm case study shows the value of analyzing an individual service, this case study attempts to demonstrate that working and shirking represent a continuum of behaviors, not a stark Manichaean typology. The central argument of this paper is that organizational culture uniquely shapes a service’s calculation of working or shirking the civilian policy. Therefore, this chapter tests the hypothesis by first assessing the relative consonance of the Iraqi containment policy against the cultural assumptions of the Air Force. This analysis yields a variegated result—while the no-fly zone enforcement accorded with some tenets of the culture, it clashed with others. Consequently, in light of the variegated cultural overlap, the hypothesis expects a mixed result of working and shirking, which in fact occurs. Unlike the Desert
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Storm case in which clear cultural alignment spawned unique working, the following decade of armed overwatch reveals mixed cultural alignment and a concomitant blend of both working and shirking. These findings illuminate one of agency theory’s useful contributions to civil-military relations literature: a capacity to highlight a spectrum of behavior between the poles of docile obedience and a rebellious coup.

The chapter begins with an historical overview of ONW and OSW, from their inception shortly after the Desert Storm ceasefire through the fall of 2001. This narrative highlights the United Nations Security Council Resolutions (UNSCRs) that putatively created the no-fly zones, as well as the major military interactions between the cagey Saddam and the allied air forces. Capping off the historical narrative is an overview of the critiques and support for the national policy of Iraqi containment. Having stipulated the national policy, the following section tests for the preference gap \((s - w)\) by comparing that policy against the cultural tenets of the Air Force. The last major section of the chapter profiles the spectrum of working and shirking exhibited by airmen over the decade, with pockets of cooperation and resistance as predicted by their degree of cultural consonance. While this chapter does not offer a satisfyingly clear case of wholesale working or shirking, its value comes from demonstrating the vast trade space of American civil-military relations. This chapter concludes that across the continuum from working to shirking, organizational culture informs the decisions that populate the spectrum.

**Cheat and Retreat**

Within days of the Safwan ceasefire that ended Operation DESERT STORM, Saddam Hussein was grabbing headlines. His brutal repression of Kurdish and Shia minority populations galvanized a response by the United Nations Security Council, setting the stage for the decade of containment that followed. On the whole, Iraq’s principal objectives throughout the 1990s
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appeared to be maintaining the present regime, putting an end to the UN sanctions, establishing regional hegemony, and covertly pursuing—then discarding—a nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) weapons capability.\textsuperscript{11} Conversely, the United States pursued objectives to counter Saddam’s intentions: prevent Iraqi aggression by keeping them weak, but not so weak as to embolden Iran; reverse any gains in the NBC weapons program; destabilize the Iraqi regime and invite its overthrow; and lastly, prevent instability among UN allies from any overt military action by the United States.\textsuperscript{12} While these broad objectives trace the major contours of the decade, the specific instigations and responses paint a more detailed picture. This section highlights the major events, resolutions, and military actions that punctuate the low hum of Iraqi containment in the 1990s. In the end, the narrative demonstrates that despite its inherent frustrations, the policy succeeded in containing the Iraqi menace. As historian Dennis Showalter graphically opined, “The problem [with] American policy toward Iraq is that it’s like a colostomy: It’s pretty disgusting until you look at the alternatives.”\textsuperscript{13}

\textbf{Commitment Begins}

After the negotiated ceasefire at Safwan, Iraq, on 2 March 1991, the UN Security Council adopted the first of a long line of post-war resolutions. UNSCR 686 contained common ceasefire provisions, arranging for the return of prisoners and property and Iraqi acceptance of damage liability for its invasion of Kuwait.\textsuperscript{14} A month later, the Council passed UNSCR 687 on 3 April 1991, a resolution that contained robust provisions for corralling Saddam in a more confined diplomatic pasture. While UNSCR 686 simply ended the war, resolution 687 attempted to shape the diplomatic space for the future. For example, it specified a demilitarized zone between Iraq and Kuwait, and more
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significantly, called for the complete removal of Iraqi NBC weapons capability.\textsuperscript{15} Furthermore, UNSCR 687 created a United Nations Special Commission for Iraq (UNSCOM) to enforce these provisions by “carry[ing] out immediate on-site inspection of Iraq’s biological, chemical and missile capabilities, based on Iraq’s declarations and the designation of any additional locations by the special commission itself.”\textsuperscript{16} By adding the eradication of NBC capability to its post-war demands, the UN and the international community created the first of many commitments they would be challenged to keep.

A second major commitment incurred by the international community, and the United States in particular, was the protection of Iraqi minority populations from Saddam’s regime. Almost as soon as coalition tanks silenced their guns in the 100-hour ground war, anti-regime Shia populations in the southern city of Basra began to revolt.\textsuperscript{17} This \textit{intifada} began on 1 March 1991, and eventually spread to 13 other cities in the Shia south and Kurdish north. Before the ink on the ceasefire had dried, Iraqi forces rolled into Basra and pursued a brutal counter-insurgency campaign against its Shia inhabitants. By mid-March, Iraqi troops pushed north into the Kurdish lands and similarly quelled a nascent rebellion. As a result, tens of thousands of Kurds were killed and over one million refugees spilled across the borders into Turkey and Iran.\textsuperscript{18} With a brewing humanitarian crisis on its hands, the UN Security Council passed resolution 688 on 5 April 1991 to condemn the Iraqi repression, demand its cessation, and insist upon the admittance of international humanitarian aid.\textsuperscript{19} Curiously, two key elements were conspicuously absent in the resolution: there was no mention of the Shia population in southern Iraq, nor were no-fly zones explicitly created. The international community was seemingly ambivalent about how to handle the Shia in the south, suspicious of
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Iranian influence and growing Islamic fundamentalism. In addition, while the resolution requested the Secretary-General “to use all resources at his disposal...to address urgently the critical needs of the refugees,” it did not specifically mention no-fly zones or the use of force to ensure Iraqi compliance. The charter for unified international action suffered considerable ambiguity.

Nevertheless, United States European Command (EUCOM) established Operation PROVIDE COMFORT (OPC) on 16 April 1991, creating a safe haven for the Kurds and demarcating a no-fly zone over the northern tier of Iraq. Motivated by humanitarian concerns but wary of its implications, President Bush declared, “We’re going to continue to help these refugees. But I do not want one single soldier or airman shoved into a civil war in Iraq that’s been going on for ages.” For the military members tasked to provide this protection, it was clear that Operation PROVIDE COMFORT “created stakes where none existed before.” Then-Brig Gen Anthony Zinni, later the 4-star commander of Central Command (CENTCOM), understood the implications of creating and maintaining the Kurdish safe haven: “We were saddling ourselves with an open-ended commitment to protect them in that environment.”

**Commitment Expands**

After an additional year of Shia oppression, the international community resolved its ambiguous posture and pledged support to the southern Shia as well. In July 1992, the Iraqi Air Force started launching air strikes against Shia populations in the south, and the United States responded with the creation of a southern no-fly zone. Using UNSCR 688 as its justification to protect the Iraqi population, the United States established Operation SOUTHERN WATCH.
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on 26 August 1992. Enforcing a no-fly zone south of the 32nd parallel, OSW enjoyed widespread support from allies—British and French air forces flew sorties, while Kuwait and Saudi Arabia provided basing. Although ostensibly similar to the northern no-fly zone, OSW reflected important differences as well. First, even though it operated in the same country, OSW was run by CENTCOM while OPC was run by EUCOM. Second, given the larger tract of enforceable territory as well as the basing possibilities with allied partners, the force structure in the south was significantly larger than in the north. OPC employed 48 aircraft to enforce the northern no-fly zone, while OSW employed nearly 160 US, British, and French aircraft. Third, OSW was established to deny Iraqi use of southern airspace but made no guarantees of protection to the Shia populations from ground-based attacks. Despite these significant differences, the strategic implications of expanded commitment remained the same. Historian Michael Knights observes, “[OSW] created open-ended military commitments that were simple to begin but politically impossible to end without appearing to reduce US commitment to regional partners and the Iraqi victims of Saddam’s regime.”

Saddam wasted little time in testing US and international resolve to enforce the southern no-fly zone. After pushing additional ground troops down to the south, Iraqi fighters began probing the no-fly zone to test the coalition response. A series of challenge-and-response encounters over the next few months prompted the first of many punitive airstrikes. In the waning days of his administration, President Bush authorized a coalition airstrike on 13 January 1993, using over 100 allied aircraft against command-and-control facilities, early-warning radars, and mobile surface-to-air missile batteries in southern Iraq. Days later, US naval forces followed up this attack with a salvo of 46 Tomahawk Land Attack Missiles (TLAM) directed at the Zaafaraniyah nuclear facility. Whatever message President Bush had hoped to
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deliver to Saddam appeared to be lost in translation—inaugurating a pattern for the years ahead, the Iraqi dictator continued to denounce and defy.\textsuperscript{33}

Reaction to the US airstrikes was mixed across the US defense community. Within the Air Force, the sporadic use of isolated attacks to send political messages reminded many of the “bad old days” of Vietnam.\textsuperscript{34} Such limited use of force appeared to violate the recently validated Powell doctrine of overwhelming force. Others in the community, however, expressed greater optimism. In the weeks after these first limited strikes, Secretary of the Air Force Donald Rice suggested, “Air power offers the kind of flexibility and precision of application that you certainly saw on a much larger scale in Desert Storm, and there are going to be opportunities in the future to do more of these limited things.”\textsuperscript{35} Similarly beguiled by the twin sirens of stealth and precision, Secretary of Defense Les Aspin opined that air attacks could now enunciate political démarches more clearly than was previously possible: “The limited objectives school has been strengthened as technological developments have improved our ability to achieve ‘compellence.’”\textsuperscript{36} As President Clinton took office in January 1993, this optimism congealed into policy through Aspin’s “bottom-up review” of military commitments and requirements. Submitted in September 1993, the review identified the requirement to fight two major regional conflicts, while sustaining a constant air presence in the Persian Gulf.\textsuperscript{37} Reinforcing the status quo, containment thus became official national policy.

**Crisis Response through Vigilant Warrior**

In October 1994, in a test of his own military readiness and the coalition response, Saddam Hussein dusted off his 1990 playbook.\textsuperscript{38} On 5 October, Saddam dispatched two divisions of his elite Republican Guard to the Iraq-
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Kuwaiti border in a menacing sign of repeat aggression. Under the name Operation VIGILANT WARRIOR, the United States rapidly deployed additional aircraft to its regional bases, redirected the Navy aircraft carrier USS George Washington from the Adriatic to the Red Sea, and dispatched a Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) and Army Mechanized Task Force into the region. As an exemplar of deployable deterrence, the swift US reaction achieved its objective. Five days after initiating the deployment, Saddam announced that he would remove troops from the border, having been convinced that the United States wielded both the capacity and will to check his aggression.

Saddam’s southern experiment yielded both diplomatic and military changes to the status quo. On 15 October 1994, the UN Security Council passed resolution 949, directing Saddam’s attention to the diplomatic case file against him and denouncing his latest bout of wanton aggression. Acting under Chapter VII of the UN Charter—which authorizes the use of force—the UNSCR condemned Iraqi aggression, demanded redeployment of its massed troops, demanded that Iraq never again use its military to threaten its neighbors, and demanded that Iraq never again mass its troops in the southern portion of the country. Militarily, this meant that the southern no-fly zone became a no-drive zone as well for the Iraqi army. To enforce these enhanced provisions, the Kuwaiti government agreed to base US F-16 and A-10 aircraft at Al Jaber Air Base in southern Kuwait.

Although Saddam was deterred from invading Kuwait yet again, the swift US response did not deter him from further instigation in other venues. Instead, Saddam emerged from the crisis largely intact, content to suffer the benign hardships of another UNSCR and plotting his next move to embarrass the West.

Kurdish Intervention and Operation DESERT STRIKE
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Saddam seized such an opportunity in August 1996 at the invitation of the Kurdish Democratic Party (KDP). In the Kurdish region of northern Iraq, the KDP had locked horns with a rival Kurdish faction, the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK), with both sides appealing to outside patrons for assistance. Under suspicion that the PUK was receiving help from Iran, the KDP asked for Iraqi assistance, which Saddam was only too eager to provide. On 29 August 1996, over 30,000 Iraqi troops rolled north to render aid to the KDP, entering the protected safe haven enforced by the northern no-fly zone.

The timing of Saddam’s northern incursion capitalized on a number of distracting factors for the United States. With brewing tensions in China and Taiwan, the summer slowdown in Washington, and the pending Presidential election, the attention of the National Command Authorities was largely diverted elsewhere. Having suffered the affront of Iraqi forces in UN-pledged territory, the principals and their deputies scrambled to mount a suitable response—the result was Operation DESERT STRIKE. Instead of tasking the military combatant command to initiate planning, however, the planning authority remained confined to Washington. The result of their planning was another round of political messaging rather than an attack on the incursion forces in the north. Deciding to extend the southern no-fly zone up to the 33rd parallel, Secretary of Defense William Perry handed CENTCOM leaders a list of air defense targets to be struck in southern Iraq. CENTCOM was tasked to execute the plan, but the targeting and message-crafting originated in Washington.

Military reinforcements poured into theater as part of the US response, but diplomatic support for assisting the Kurds remained elusive. Both Russia and China criticized any US action, and all of the Gulf state allies refused to support strike aircraft departing from their bases. Ultimately, only Britain, Germany, and Japan supported the US action to punish Iraqi involvement in
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the Kurdish north. On 3 September 1996, using B-52s stationed in Guam as well as TLAMs launched from Navy ships, the United States lobbed 44 cruise missiles against air defense installations across southern Iraq.

Following the strikes, the French discontinued their support for the coalition air activity in the south, roundly condemning the unilateral extension of the southern no-fly zone to the 33rd parallel. Eventually, they rejoined the effort but refused to participate in actions north of the 32nd parallel. Criticism also came from within the US defense community, as retired General Chuck Horner decried the ineffectiveness of targeting southern air defense nodes in response to northern military aggression. Instead, Horner argued, the United States should have targeted Saddam “where it hurts” and attacked his military forces. More than halfway through the decade, defense officials continued to wrestle with the frustrations of containing Saddam—but contain him they did.

**Operation DESERT FOX and Escalation of the Quasi-War**

In the summer of 1997, Saddam Hussein renewed his defiance of the UNSCOM and its inspections of Iraqi NBC weapons facilities. On 13 November 1997, an emboldened Saddam evicted the US members of UNSCOM and refused to readmit them to Iraq. Similarly, Saddam began threatening the safety of the U-2 reconnaissance flights employed by UNSCOM in its monitoring mission. Thus began a year of diplomatic and military wrangling which culminated in late December 1998 with the largest employment of airpower since Desert Storm: Operation DESERT FOX. After a maddening cycle of Iraqi non-compliance with UNSCOM, the United States initiated a four-day blitz against targets across the country. The operation began on 16 December 1998 with an armada of 250 TLAMs followed by naval strike assets from the USS Enterprise. The relentless bombing continued unabated until 20 December 1998 when it was concluded to avoid spilling into the month of Ramadan.
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Over the four-day effort, coalition forces launched over 600 sorties, fired more than 400 cruise missiles, and struck 211 of 275 planned targets.\textsuperscript{54}

Despite this impressive display of coalition airpower, few observers appeared to be impressed. Andrew Bacevich pilloried the attacks as a pathetic manifestation of the Clinton Doctrine, exemplified by “the extraordinary importance assigned to avoiding U.S. casualties, thereby advertising America’s own point of vulnerability; the hand-wringer preoccupation with collateral damage, signaling that the United States has no stomach for war as such and thereby encouraging adversaries to persevere; the reliance on high-technology weapons employed at long range, inviting confusion between the technical capability to hit targets and the achievement of operationally meaningful results; [and] vaguely formulated objectives often explained in terms of ‘sending messages.’”\textsuperscript{55} Clinton himself appeared to be wholly disconnected from the low-grade war being fought under his authority. In a major foreign policy speech on 26 February 1999—only two months after DESERT FOX—he mentioned Iraq only once and the recent bombings not at all.\textsuperscript{56} Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Saddam Hussein remained unimpressed by Clinton’s “tomahawk diplomacy.”\textsuperscript{57} In the month that followed DESERT FOX, the Iraqi Air Force launched 70 penetrations of the no-fly zones, employing sophisticated “SAM-bush” tactics to lure coalition fighters into the snares of surface-to-air missile sites.\textsuperscript{58} The Iraqi dictator refused to back down.

In light of Saddam’s continued intransigence, administration officials strengthened their endorsement of the entrenched containment policy. In March 1999, Secretary of Defense William Cohen assured, “We intend to continue the containment policy. We are going to maintain the no-fly zones, and if [Saddam] threatens our pilots, he will pay for it.”\textsuperscript{59} Furthermore, the administration appeared to embrace a “bolder, tougher policy toward Iraq [that]
included growing support for Iraqi opposition groups—a ‘containment-plus-
regime-change’ policy.”

Over the objections of CENTCOM Commander Anthony Zinni, President Clinton signed the Iraq Liberation Act in October 1998, approving over $97 million to support the democratic opposition in Iraq. These diplomatic and financial overtures were matched by a more aggressive posture in the air as well. The administration empowered the military to relax the rules of engagement (ROE) that guided coalition aircraft responses in the no-fly zones. Military leaders were given wider latitude to loosen the ROE, giving pilots more authority to respond to surface-to-air fire. The result was a “low-level war of attrition,” with a marked increase in coalition bombing against Iraqi air defense installations.

This pattern continued through the following election year and the inauguration of President George W. Bush in January 2001. With the new administration, military leaders hoped to put an end to the interminable status quo in Iraq. When Lt Gen Charles Wald assumed command of Central Air Forces (CENTAF) in early 2001, he noted, “We needed to get out of this middle road that was really dangerous...this cynical status quo approach to the no-fly zones and to Iraq. You can’t do this tit for tat thing. Our recommendation was that we do something more aggressive.”

In May 2001, journalist Thomas Ricks reported that “one top commander stressed to the administration that the risk of losing a U.S. pilot has grown so great in recent weeks that continuing the operation may no longer by justifiable.” Other Air Force leaders joined in the perception-shaping, as one top official noted, “It’s one of those areas that the Administration is reviewing right now: what is our policy with respect to Iraq and our partners in the Middle East? What are we really trying to accomplish? And how does Northern Watch and Southern Watch connect to what we were doing before?” Right now I don’t know.”
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Nevertheless, the new Bush administration appeared content to continue the general legacy of containment it inherited. In February and August of 2001, coalition aircraft launched extensive retaliatory attacks in response to Iraqi aggression, and the coalition lost its first aircraft on 27 August 2001 near Basra—an unmanned Predator drone. It took the shattering events of 11 September 2001 to dislodge the administration’s policy from the containment pattern of the previous decade.

**Containment – What Is It Good For?**

The national policy of containing the Iraqi regime through airpower spanned more than 10 years and three presidential administrations. The critics of the policy were legion, though Newt Gingrich’s assessment is certainly representative: “The U.S. looks like an isolated bully using very sophisticated weapons to no purpose. So we look arrogant and impotent at the same time.” On balance, however, most critics saw the ongoing value of the policy or ceded its inevitability. “Our policy of containment,” noted former Congressman Lee Hamilton, “with all its limitations and frustrations, has achieved the vital interests of the United States.”

Former Secretaries of Defense William Perry and Harold Brown exhausted their strategic imagination to divine a better option than containment, but neither could do so; Brown lamented, “This is not a good strategy, but I haven’t thought of a better one.” Political scientist Daniel Byman penned a prominent article for Foreign Affairs magazine expressing a similarly resigned fate: “Since the United States can neither engineer Saddam’s fall nor accept him back into the international community, it really has only one option left—the much-maligned existing policy of containment.”
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that many in uniform overlooked: “Containment worked. Look at Saddam—what did he have? He didn’t threaten anyone in the region. He was contained. It was a pain in the ass, but he was contained. He had a deteriorated military. He wasn’t a threat to the region. We contained, day-to-day, with fewer troops than go to work every day at the Pentagon.”

**Testing for Cultural Consonance**

While the sporadic flare-ups in the Gulf occasionally grabbed headlines, the Air Force endured the muted monotony of sustained enforcement operations for the whole decade. As a service, the Air Force paid a high price in morale, readiness, and retention to execute the national policy; but in exchange for that price, the Air Force provided security and stability for the nation, the Persian Gulf region, and the international community. This inherent tension suggests that the Air Force embraced certain aspects of its mission, while decrying others. Having outlined the national policy as it unfolded over the 1990s, the following section tests the preference gap \((s - w)\) by searching out the degree to which Air Force cultural assumptions are reflected in this policy. The results of the preference gap will inform the section that follows, in which the Air Force’s response is more clearly explained.

**Technology-Centered**

*The Air Force exists because of technology, and its ongoing superiority is sustained by the ascendance of its technology. As the first and most important machine, the manned airplane is the building block of the force. While unmanned technologies have their place, the complexities of combat require an actual—or virtual—human presence over the battlefield.*

The long decade of flying constabulary missions over Iraq was not the technological showcase that Operation DESERT STORM had been. The relatively benign nature of no-fly zone enforcement did not require stealthy F-117s to penetrate heavily defended airspace to drop precision munitions down ventilator shafts. While the long years of enforcement did not task the Air Force’s most technologically sophisticated assets, neither was it an abject
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technological backwater. The Air Force certainly had ample opportunity to fly hundreds of thousands of manned missions, and even introduced the B-1 bomber into combat for the first time during Operation DESERT FOX.73 In the latter half of the decade, the Air Force also introduced unmanned Predator drones to the battlefield. These Predator drones represented a leading edge of aerospace technology, but given the primacy of manned platforms in Air Force culture, the Predator was only reluctantly accepted. Similarly, the extensive reliance on technologically advanced cruise missiles proved equally unsatisfying for intrepid Air Force aviators. While a true hallmark of technology, cruise missiles are launched well beyond any threats, are autonomously guided, and absorb all the risk. For a service whose culture prizes on-site aircrew taking measured risks to guide weapons precisely to target, out-sourcing this duty to an unmanned cruise missile did not provide much gratification.

The technological prize that Air Force leaders did want to introduce to the no-fly zones was the much-revered F-22 Raptor. The Raptor was—and still is—a technological marvel, a supersonic icon of advanced engineering that far out-paced any would-be rivals. In fact, the contrast between the F-22’s vast superiority and the diffuse post-Soviet threat environment spurred accusations that the Raptor was a solution looking for a problem. For then-Brig Gen Dave Deptula, however, the no-fly zones represented a prime problem-set that the Raptor could solve: “With F-22s operating in a dual role, we could significantly reduce the total number of aircraft required to conduct no-fly zone operations, reduce the number of people deployed, and reduce the dollar cost of operations while increasing the effectiveness of the operation against a wider and more capable spectrum of threats.”74 F-16 pilot Paul White concurred, noting that the Raptor’s technological sophistication empowered it to solve the Air Force’s plaguing personnel and morale issues as well: “Although many have expressed concern over the proposed high cost of the F-22, a significantly reduced requirement for fighters, tankers, and support personnel deployed for Southern and Northern Watch would save the Air Force millions of dollars annually, while drastically reducing current operations tempo requirements. Perhaps just as
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important, curtailing the demands of these constant deployments would pay huge dividends in improving morale and retention in the Air Force.”

On the whole, OSW and ONW gave the Air Force a protracted opportunity to fly its aircraft and improve its technological superiority at the margins—unmanned drones, datalink software integration, and GPS-guided munitions all made major strides in this era. The benign mission requirements, however, meant that the Air Force’s most sophisticated and prized technologies were not on display.

**Autonomously Decisive**

*The Air Force has the power to change the face of the Earth. It can do what no other service can do. To realize its true potential, the Air Force should be employed kinetically, offensively, overwhelmingly, and with minimal political interference.*

Contrary to a core assumption of Air Force culture, airpower in ONW and OSW was clearly *not* used offensively, overwhelmingly, and with minimal political interference. Instead, by the very nature of a protracted enforcement policy, the mission required inherently defensive operations, with sporadic kinetic engagements designed not to overwhelm but to punish, hemmed in by extensive political sensitivities. For an Air Force that wants to be *autonomously decisive*, the political environment hampered its autonomy and the nature of status quo enforcement meant that there was nothing to *decide*.

For commanders executing this policy, the defensive mindset of no-fly zone enforcement created a dangerous operational environment. Maj Gen Randall Schmidt, then-commander of OSW operations, explained his frustrations: “You don’t want to incur losses in an operation where you’re not out to win... This is a commander’s nightmare. If you don’t have the option of going offensive, as we didn’t, you have your hands tied. We had the mandate of defending ourselves and the perfect tour would be not to lose anyone and to maintain the status quo. That was a recipe for disaster, people got the mentality that I’m not going to war to win, I’m going there to just not lose.”

This trend so concerned Gen Richard Hawley, commander of Air Combat Command, that he expressed a desire to make the desert deployments “more
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like Red Flag.” Red Flag exercises are massively offensive war simulations, fought in the vast training complex north of Nellis AFB, Nevada. Intended to simulate the first 10 days of a major war, Red Flag is an icon of the kinetically offensive battle the Air Force would like to fight. Hawley’s comment reflects a service sufficiently frustrated with its current mission that it needed to inject the large-force offensive ethos of Red Flag into the defensively oriented no-fly zones. If the policy could not change, then the service would tailor the execution of that policy to accord more closely with its cultural assumptions.

One Air Force pilot expressed real frustration after a series of OSW deployments meant his squadron had to cancel its scheduled participation in Red Flag: “[Red Flag deployments] are the kind...that are actually fun, that make me like the job.”

Not all Air Force leaders, however, dismissed the significance of the containment mission. After completing a command tour of ONW, then-Brig Gen Deptula held a high view of the Air Force’s contribution to national security: “When we set up a no-fly zone, we are seizing an element of sovereign authority (the right to control airspace) on behalf of the world. We are declaring the subjected state to be less than a full member of the family of nations, unfit to govern in at least this one aspect, and under an interdict of sorts. This is a surrogate for war that clearly establishes the rogue status of the subject state...This highlights aerospace power as a robust instrument of power intertwined with policy and diplomacy.” Deptula’s lofty assessment remained a minority view, however, within the Air Force writ large.

In sum, this defensively oriented policy saw targets selected by Washington principals, punitive response options governed by complex ROE, and missions constrained by the political sensitivities of host nations like Turkey, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia. As a stark contrast to the autonomously decisive ethos of the Air Force, the policy grated the service’s core.

Future-Oriented
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Technology and potential adversaries change quickly, and the Air Force must orient forward to the unknown future instead of the forgotten past. The Air Force must pursue next-generation systems today to be ready for tomorrow.

In March 1999, Chief of Staff of the Air Force (CSAF) Gen Michael Ryan quoted Brig Gen Billy Mitchell in his testimony to the Senate Armed Services Committee: “In the development of air power, one has to look ahead and not backward and figure out what is going to happen, not too much what has happened.” The constabulary enforcement of Iraqi no-fly zones, however, kept the Air Force mired in a perpetual recycling of past grievances. The Air Force could hardly look ahead to what was going to happen, as it labored mightily to adapt to the current demands of what was happening. In fact, one could argue that the traditional garrison-style force structure of the Air Force reflected its forward-looking culture of anticipating the next big fight. Being prepared for the unknown future required keeping the bulk of one’s force at a high level of readiness, ready to deploy for decisive operations, followed by a redeployment to garrison to prepare for the next big fight. Instead, the constant demands of OSW and ONW required a wholesale change in the Air Force’s posturing of forces. In 1998, CSAF Ryan introduced the Air Expeditionary Force (AEF) “so that we can continue to do things like [OSW and ONW] on a consistent basis without driving the force into the ground.” Later, CSAF John Jumper concurred that the AEF was born from the demands of maintaining the status quo in the desert: “We reconfigured in order to deal with this commitment. There’s no doubt about that.”

The Air Force therefore had responsibility for maintaining the status quo policy of containing Saddam Hussein in Iraq. While this policy gave the Air Force the opportunity to provide security for the nation and the world, it blocked the service from its preferred posture of looking ahead to the unknown future.

**Occupationally Loyal**

---
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The Air Force is an honorable and patriotic means to practice a desirable high-tech trade. Loyalties to the trade, machine, and subculture often outweigh loyalty to the institution.

Searching out evidence of this cultural assumption requires probing the narrative for areas in which airmen’s loyalties could be fractionated. In the case of ONW and OSW, the frustrations associated with the constant deployments and unsatisfying mission provided the pretext for airmen—namely pilots—to leave the service and ply their trade with the airlines. Recognizing that many pilots chose to leave the service for perfectly honorable reasons—in fact, morally upstanding ones such as family stability—the overall exodus of skilled pilots suggests that loyalty to the Air Force institution and its mission was a contingent one.

For airmen who love to fly, leaving the service to fly for an airline that provides more pay and stability was a completely rational and culturally accepted choice. In fact, CSAF Ryan suggested, “It’s not their fault they are leaving. Maybe it’s our fault”83—as if the Air Force bore some responsibility for not providing a suitably gratifying means for national service. As one article reported in September 1998, “[Pilots] are leaving because they can’t justify to their families the need for being away from home half the year when US interests really aren’t at stake. And, just as importantly, they can’t justify to themselves not being the best.”84 This comment, indicative of an occupationally loyal culture, suggests that somehow being the best was a higher—or at least equal—priority to fulfilling national policy. Furthermore, the comment intimates that military members retain some autonomous capability to judge when US interests are or are not at stake. Civil-military relations theory holds that civilians hold the authority to determine what is in the national interest, while the military holds responsibility for executing that policy faithfully. Dismissing a tasked mission as a peripheral US interest unworthy of one’s professional skill reflects a loyalty to a craft over an institution. Again, this commentary in no way denigrates the patriotism or loyalty of pilots who chose to leave the service; instead, this merely reflects a service culture that accepts
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and *anticipates* that its most well-trained members will leave the service if a more attractive flying option is available elsewhere.

**Self-Aware**

_Major combat operations are the best setting to showcase the full potential of the independent Air Force. In any other venue, the Air Force serves an essential supporting role in which it is largely taken for granted. During these times of transparent contribution, the Air Force must actively articulate its relevance to the nation and itself._

The decade of containment over the Iraqi desert did little to sustain the buoyed self-image restored by Operation DESERT STORM. Instead, the unending patrols and occasional bombings hardly merited any press coverage at all. In October 2000, Thomas Ricks reported, “Northern Watch is characteristic of U.S. military missions in the post-Cold War era: it is small-scale, open-ended and largely ignored by the American people. Even though U.S. warplanes are routinely dropping bombs on a foreign country, it has not been an issue in the presidential election and has hardly been mentioned by the candidates.”

For the Air Force, this meant that their heroic sacrifice of morale and readiness was not even appreciated by the politicians or the nation. The steady demands of no-fly zone enforcement seemingly imperiled the future health of the service in support of a cause that—like Showalter’s colostomy bag—no one wanted to embrace or abandon.

In the aggregate, this assessment suggests that the national policy of containment was largely—but not purely—at odds with the Air Force’s cultural assumptions. While new technologies were introduced into the fight, they were not the shimmering high-tech prizes most central to the Air Force’s identity. The no-fly-zone missions gave the Air Force the leading role in enforcing UN sanctions and providing security for the nation, the region, and the world; yet those same missions were largely defensive, politically constrained, and reliant on non-heroic cruise missiles. The Air Force had primacy in the current fight, but the exhaustive nature of the commitment kept it from posturing forward for the _next_ fight. Pilots were given ample opportunity to fly, but dissatisfaction
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with the mission and the operations tempo compelled them to ply their trade elsewhere. Finally, despite the operational rigor of constant deployments and engagements with Iraqi air defenses, airmen’s efforts were largely ignored by the press and the nation at large. Assessing the overall preference gap \((s - u)\), therefore, suggests that it is not a fixed value, but varies along the lines of consonance suggested above.

Given such varied consistency between the national policy and the Air Force’s cultural assumptions, this paper hypothesizes that the service would exhibit a range of cooperative and resistant behaviors. In the working-shirking continuum, the Air Force’s reaction is likely to echo across the middle portion of that spectrum. Defense analysts Adam Stulberg and Michael Salamone invoke the terms *hedging* and *foot-dragging* for the middle regions of the continuum between working and shirking, respectively. As the following section substantiates, the Air Force both hedged and dragged its feet in executing the national policy of containment, consistent with its varied degrees of cultural fit.

**Hedging and Foot-Dragging**

As the decade of enforcement began, the Air Force was still riding the proud wave of noble purpose created by Operation DESERT STORM. In the fall of 1992, the first units tasked with flying OSW missions arrived in theater, and commanders reported motivated troops who looked forward to their assigned duty. One month after OSW was created, Air Force Times ran its first major article on the new mission, quoting then-Brig Gen Tad Oelstrom, commander of the 4404th Composite Wing: “I think most people come in here with a little extra adrenaline. We are on the sharp end of the stick, and we are asked to do things that are very important. The eyes of the entire world are upon us.” The sense of purpose was palpable, and the service savored the prominence of its role. This general aura of enthusiasm continued for several years, particularly in the shadow of Saddam’s various excursions to test coalition resolve. After Operation VIGILANT WARRIOR in October 1994, an F-15C squadron
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commander asserted, “We’ve been the primary deterrent to Saddam Hussein doing something stupid a second time.”89 “It’s just the nature of the business,” offered a second squadron commander, “This is what we’re supposed to be doing.”90

The enthusiastic comments from aircrew began to wane through the mid-1990s, though Air Force leaders continued to assert the value of the Air Force mission. “We are an expeditionary Air Force,” reminded CSAF Ryan, “That’s what the nation wants of us.”91 Retired CSAF Larry Welch, comfortably insulated from the grating personnel challenges, offered this macro view: “The job of the U.S. military is to protect U.S. national interests. As long as there is a national interest there, we’ll be there. It’s as simple as that.”92 Another retired CSAF, Merrill McPeak, likewise trumpeted the value of the Air Force’s contribution: “The bombing isn’t hurting us, and it is hurting Saddam.”93 While these and other Air Force leaders maintained the “can do” attitude expected of the military, the rank and file began to raise a hue and cry. Two interrelated issues began to seize the service’s public discourse in the mid-to-late 1990s: the relentless operations tempo (OPTEMPO) and the growing disenchantment with the containment mission. Together, these issues fostered a force that was as busy as ever but lacked the sense of purpose to make its sacrifices seem worthwhile.

**OPTEMPO**

Beginning around 1997, the exhausting OPTEMPO finally caught up with a tired Air Force. Personnel began leaving the service in droves, citing the OPTEMPO and time away from their families as the primary factors driving their decision.94 Deployed airmen even took up their case with visiting Senators, complaining that they “did not join the military to become part of the
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Foreign Legion.”95 Senator Daniel Inouye recalled, “The first and most persistent question was, ‘When do we get home? When do we get home?’”96 Air Force leaders were well aware of the OPTEMPO challenges, and made sweeping overhauls to force posture through the new AEF construct. Citing eight years of scrutiny and hard work to make it happen, CSAF Ryan announced the AEF policy in 1998, noting that one of its goals was to “reduce deployment tempo by building more stability and predictability.”97

Operation ALLIED FORCE taxed the Air Force even further in the spring of 1999, and the service teetered at a breaking point. In July 1999, CSAF Ryan petitioned both the Joint Chiefs of Staff as well as the Secretary of Defense for a reprieve from its operational pace.98 Asking for a six-month reconstitution period to mend ailing jets and bolster plummeting morale, Ryan noted that the active Air Force was 40% smaller than the previous decade but sustained four times the number of commitments worldwide.99 In July 1999, for example, the Air Force had 6,000 airmen and 75 aircraft deployed to OSW; 9,000 airmen and 35 aircraft covering ONW; and 12,000 airmen and 200 aircraft in Yugoslavia and Bosnia.100

Pilots began voicing their displeasure by voting with their feet. Citing higher OPTEMPO and time away from family as the motivator for his departure, one F-16 pilot offered this caveat: “If that desert deployment wasn’t there, it wouldn’t be a problem.” His squadron commander endorsed a similar conclusion, “Southwest Asia is the number one irritant, the one thing pushing guys out of the Air Force.”101 With scores of pilots turning down the mid-career financial bonus and opting for the airlines instead, the Air Force was hemorrhaging its critical personnel capability. A 1999 CNN article reported,
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“The Air Force, now short more 1,400 pilots, says while it’s not yet a crisis, it’s headed there if something doesn’t give, and soon.”

**What is Our Mission?**

At the intersection of several Air Force cultural assumptions is an overriding desire for a mission that is globally relevant, politically clear, and tactically demanding. As the 1990s drew to a close, airmen consistently expressed frustration that their demanding deployment schedule was not rewarded with a satisfying mission to perform. Instead, they perceived that their constant rotations to the desert suffered from a lack of excitement, national prestige, or clear geopolitical importance. One pilot recalled, “The very first time I went to Dhahran, I thoroughly enjoyed it...There was a sense of purpose.” The intervening years, however, had disabused him of that enjoyment: “Each time I go back, I find it less and less stimulating. The flying is boring.”

In the fall of 2000, an Air National Guard pilot summed up his appraisal of the OSW mission, “I think almost everybody thinks it is a waste of time.”

The lack of excitement notwithstanding, other airmen scorned the degradation of mission capability. An F-15C squadron commander lamented that the no-fly zone mission blunted the tactical edge he trained so hard to sharpen: “All you’re doing is making left-hand turns all day. You take in a bunch of young pilots, train ‘em up, then we go to Saudi and you watch their proficiency plummet.”

Another Air Force pilot agreed that training for a hypothetical and more challenging mission should supersede the nettlesome national policy of containing Iraq in support of UN resolutions: “If we go for 90 days, we give up training opportunities. In places like Kuwait, by and large, you are just boring holes in the sky.”

Reflecting the autonomously decisive and future-oriented assumptions of Air Force culture, many airmen tacitly
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assumed that any national mission that did not fully task their tactical skills was a distracting surrogate for one that would.

Finally, another strain of disgruntled airmen derided the national policy for its perceived lack of geopolitical clarity. An Air Force officer assigned to OSW observed, “It is kind of a surreal mission, because a lot of people back home don’t seem to be aware of what we’re doing. The concern you sometimes hear from aircrews is that they don’t understand, from a policy standpoint, where this mission is heading.”107 Other airmen appeared to understand the policy, but took issue with its limited objectives. In a strikingly clear example of the assumption that the Air Force exists to be autonomously decisive, one Air Force pilot declared, “We are being used in a limited capacity, which is tearing the heart and soul out of the Air Force.”108 Frustrated by the limited objectives of containing Iraq, another airmen longed wistfully for the strategic purity of the Cold War: “We don’t train like we used to. We used to be a cohesive fighting force, serving with unlimited liability, to protect and defend the United States. We were called to the profession of arms. The ‘Evil Empire’ was the focus of our training, and we had a clear understanding of what constituted the United States’ vital interest. Those times are gone, and we’re tired of droning holes in the sky; protecting allied airspace where we’re not welcome...We’ve become instruments of foreign policy before the fact, and we’re not doing a damn for the American way of life.”109

Conclusions

How might one responsibly characterize the Air Force’s varied cooperation and resistance to the national policy of containment? In the grandest view, the Air Force certainly was, and is, a loyal band of patriots who faithfully abided the ethic of civilian control over the military. More to the point, in fact, many Air Force leaders discerned the strategic value of containing Iraqi aggression through vigilant air enforcement. Many of those same leaders massively restructured the Air Force to accommodate and work with the expeditionary demands of the national policy. The prominent symptoms of
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hedging and foot-dragging, however, came in those areas in which the policy conflicted with the service’s basic assumptions. Furthermore, Air Force resistance to the policy appeared to be a bottom-up phenomenon in which viral discontent swelled into a critical mass. When that critical mass exited the service in striking numbers, Air Force leaders and policymakers took notice.

Eventually, Air Force and civilian leaders realized that the policy—and its steady-state demands—had spurred a subterranean culture clash with a broad swath of airmen. For airmen from an autonomously decisive culture, the hallmarks of containment—defensive operations, politically complex ROE, limited use of force, and degrading tactical skill sets—were antithetical to that culture. Airmen raised in a future-oriented culture found the steady-state expeditionary force posture and degraded readiness of constabulary operations to be anathema. Occupationally loyal airmen found that the high costs of family separation and eroded skill sets violated their loyalty to their trade. Finally, airmen steeped in a culture of providing independent value to the nation found that the loss of mission prestige was too odious to abide. As individual airmen dragged their feet in resistance to the civilian policy, the aggregate effect compelled the service writ large to take action and hedge its ongoing cooperation.

**Agency Theory and the Long Decade**

The civil-military crisis of the 1990s pitted an empowered military against a politically encumbered civilian authority. Feaver cites the external factors—the end of the Cold War, a uniquely empowered JCS Chairman, Clinton’s personal baggage—that changed the material incentives of the agency-theory model, making a decade of shirking more likely. This chapter has invoked the agency theory framework to explain the Air Force’s varied cooperation and resistance to the national policy of containment in Iraq. The qualitative values of the working inequality \((agp > s-u)\) suggested that any variation in the preference gap would likely dominate the resultant working-shirking dynamic. In light of this paper’s hypothesis that organizational culture uniquely informs service preferences, this chapter compared the national policy of containment against the cultural assumptions of the Air Force. The weak
consistency between the two predicted the result that followed: a variegated response from a conflicted Air Force. While senior leaders worked hard to accommodate the demands of a constabulary mission, individual airmen deploying for the fifth or sixth time could no longer abide the policy’s inconsistency with their service culture. Individual resistance combined into a collective one, as the all-volunteer force volunteered to leave and altered the mission capability of the service. While the Air Force provided security for the nation and the world by containing Iraq, individual airmen responded consistently with their cultural assumptions and resisted the policy’s demands.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

The organizational culture of a service, in turn, exerts a strong influence on civil-military relations, frequently constraining what civilian leaders can do and often constituting an obstacle to change and innovation.

Mackubin Owens

I’ll be damned if I permit the United States Army, its institutions, its doctrine, and its traditions, to be destroyed just to win this lousy war.

Senior Army Officer in Vietnam

George Washington’s legacy of principled civil-military relations has endured for over 200 years, strengthened over time by the shared benefits of precedent, virtue, and accountability. In service to the American people, the government and its military have successfully negotiated the tenuous paradox of armed delegation. The ethic of civilian control over the military continues to undergird the civil-military relationship, with neither side having to remind or be reminded of its rightful place. This macroscopic bill of health, however, belies the spirited and subtle negotiations that comprise the civil-military dynamic in the grind of daily affairs. Civilian and military leaders share a common goal—the security of the nation—but often differ significantly in their appraisal of how to achieve it. Military leaders, acting in good faith in their subordinate role, attempt to shape policy debates to conform to their own particular theory of success. Civilian leaders, while craving sound military counsel, seek to retain the authority to make substantive decisions that are not pre-packaged by the military as the only suitable choice.

By framing this relationship as a principal-agent problem, Peter Feaver captures the inherent tension with useful explanatory power. As chapter two explains, agency theory models the relevant incentives that inform the decisions of key actors: the civilians’ monitoring decision, the military’s decision to work or shirk, and the civilians’ decision whether and how to punish any shirking they detect. Feaver’s work contributes meaningfully to the civil-military-relations literature in several ways. First, whereas other theorists stipulate normative solutions for how the civil-military relationship should work, agency
theory attempts to model how it *does* work. The theory acknowledges that both civilian and military players are self-interested actors that respond to meaningful incentives. A second major contribution of agency theory is its ability to highlight a continuum of cooperation, anchored by the poles of working and shirking. A theory without a useful construct for exploring the middle ground risks oversimplifying the civil-military dynamic. If the only threshold of interest is a violent coup, such blinkered vision overlooks the vast trade space that informs the dynamic on a daily basis.

In light of these strengths, this thesis invoked agency theory as its structural framework, but manipulated some of its governing assumptions. First, this project recognized that the military is not a unitary actor—instead, this thesis viewed the four military services as distinct players in the civil-military arena, each wielding a unique brand of power and influence. By parsing the military into separate service components, this thesis also made room to assess the influence of each service’s unique organizational culture. While agency theory presents a rational baseline, it can accommodate cultural factors by exploring their influence on the military’s policy preferences. Consequently, this thesis seeks to enrich the civil-military literature in two ways: first, by scoping the unit of analysis to an individual service; and second, by assessing the influence of organizational culture on that service’s decision to work or shirk the civilian policy.

This concluding chapter briefly summarizes the theoretical background of the project, followed by the summary findings from its two major case studies. Subsequently, this chapter highlights areas for future research and the relevant policy implications that follow from its conclusions.

**Organizational Culture**

With agency theory as a backdrop, this thesis hypothesized that organizational culture plays a dominant role in shaping the policy preferences of a military service. To ground this hypothesis in existing theory, chapter three surveyed the relevant organizational literature and its application to security studies. Using Edgar Schein’s work as a foundation, chapter three stipulated a composite definition of organizational culture: *Culture is the*
prevailing personality of an organization, rooted in its collective history, enduring over time, and comprised of assumptions from which it forms a basis for future action. The literature clearly conveys that organizational culture helps individuals to make sense of their environment, serving as a heuristic to guide and constrain their thinking.¹

After the academic literature review, the following section appropriated the power of organizational culture into the military domain. To substantiate the claim that culture plays a uniquely causal role in shaping the preferences of the military services, the second section of chapter three advanced four main ideas. First, there is no single monolithic military culture—each service has its own unique culture rooted in that service’s history and adaptation to its environment. Second, given the unique parameters that govern military service, the service cultures are particularly powerful and pervasive. Culture informs the worldview of any organization, but appears to dominate the worldview of a military service. Third, the separate military services are power players in the US defense community, wielding considerable influence that must be acknowledged. Fourth and finally, the organizational culture of a military service shapes its core conception of how to structure, equip, and fight the nation’s wars.

The final substantive section of chapter three exported these theoretical conclusions into the kingdom of a single service: the United States Air Force. Searching the history of the Air Force for evidence of its artifacts and espoused beliefs, the chapter concluded with five basic assumptions that shape the Air Force organizational culture.

**Technology-Centered** -- The Air Force exists because of technology, and its ongoing superiority is sustained by the ascendance of its technology. As the first and most important machine, the manned airplane is the building block of the force. While unmanned technologies have their place, the complexities of combat require an actual—or virtual—human presence over the battlefield.

Autonomously Decisive -- The Air Force has the power to change the face of the Earth. It can do what no other service can do. To realize its true potential, the Air Force should be employed kinetically, offensively, overwhelmingly, and with minimal political interference.

Future-Oriented -- Technology and potential adversaries change quickly, and the Air Force must orient forward to the unknown future instead of the forgotten past. The Air Force must pursue next-generation systems today to be ready for tomorrow.

Occupationally Loyal -- The Air Force is an honorable and patriotic means to practice a desirable high-tech trade. Loyalties to the trade, machine, and subculture often outweigh loyalty to the institution.

Self-Aware -- Major combat operations are the best setting to showcase the full potential of the independent Air Force. In any other venue, the Air Force serves an essential supporting role in which it is largely taken for granted. During these times of transparent contribution, the Air Force must actively articulate its relevance to the nation and itself.

While these five assumptions do not comprise an exhaustive list, they appear to capture the most salient elements that emerge from Air Force history and culture. This thesis then carried these assumptions forward into the case studies to explore to what degree they comported with various civilian policies. Given the working hypothesis of this paper, the thesis predicted that policies that accorded squarely with Air Force cultural assumptions would engender working, while policies at odds with these assumptions were more likely to foster shirking.

Case Studies

Chapters four and five presented substantive case studies in which the cultural assumptions of the Air Force were tested against the national policy set by civilian authorities. The first case study examined the planning period in late 1990 leading up to Operation DESERT STORM. In the early months of this period, the civilian National Command Authorities (NCA) favored an offensive strategy to evict Iraqi forces from Kuwait, while military leaders like Colin Powell and Norman Schwarzkopf urged a more cautionary defensive approach.
When the civilians kept prompting Schwarzkopf for retaliatory options in the event of Iraqi atrocities, the CENTCOM commander called the Air Staff for planning assistance. Consequently, Col John Warden and his Checkmate staff crafted an offensive air campaign that targeted leadership, communication, and infrastructure targets to compel Iraqi withdrawal. Eventually, Warden’s Instant Thunder plan was leavened with elements of the AirLand Battle doctrine more familiar to Central Air Forces (CENTAF) planners. As a result, the Air Force had crafted an attractive offensive option that comported soundly with the NCA’s desired policy.

The resistance to that offensive option came primarily from Powell, whose own cultural assumptions about land and air power informed his professional judgment on what should be done. In fact, Powell worked hard to make sure the Air Force’s offensive option did not look too attractive to the President and his advisors. The picture that emerges from the narrative is an offensively oriented Air Force working with the civilian’s desired policy, while Powell led the rest of the military in resisting it. Through a fortuitous sequence of events, the Air Force as an institution had an opportunity to craft a campaign plan in its own image, steeped in its own cultural assumptions. The Air Force’s resulting policy preference accorded closely with the civilian’s desired offensive policy. This convergence of preferences, made possible by its consistency with Air Force cultural assumptions, explains the Air Force’s unique posture of working amidst an otherwise-resistant military structure.

The decade that followed Operation DESERT STORM, however, was a different story. For more than 10 years, Air Force crews enforced no-fly zones over Iraq in support of Operations NORTHERN and SOUTHERN WATCH. The decisive operations of DESERT STORM faded into the long frustrations of containing the Iraqi menace. The nature of this open-ended containment policy appeared to be largely—but not purely—at odds with the Air Force’s cultural assumptions. While new technologies were introduced into the fight, they were not the shimmering high-tech prizes most central to the Air Force’s identity. The no-fly zone missions gave the Air Force the leading role in enforcing UN sanctions and providing security for the nation, the region, and the world; yet
those same missions were largely defensive, politically constrained, and reliant on non-heroic cruise missiles. The Air Force had primacy in the current fight, but the exhaustive nature of the commitment kept it from posturing forward for the next fight. Pilots were given ample opportunity to fly, but dissatisfaction with the mission and the operations tempo compelled them to ply their trade elsewhere. Finally, despite the operational rigor of constant deployments and engagements with Iraqi air defenses, airmen’s efforts were largely ignored by the press and the nation at large.

The weak consistency between the policy implications and the Air Force culture spurred a variegated response from a conflicted Air Force. While senior leaders worked hard to accommodate the demands of a constabulary mission, individual airmen deploying for the fifth or sixth time could no longer abide the policy’s inconsistency with their service culture. Individual resistance combined into a collective one, as the all-volunteer force volunteered to leave and altered the mission capability of the service. While the Air Force provided security for the nation and the world by containing Iraq, individual airmen responded consistently with their cultural assumptions and resisted the policy’s demands.

Areas for Future Research

While this study pries open the door to assessing the cultural dimensions of civil-military relations, vast acreage remains unexplored. Moving from the specific to the general, there appear to be three general categories to which this current project points for future research. First, expanding the case study analysis for the Air Force; second, expanding the research agenda to the other three services; and third, exploring the structural changes in the civil-military domain that may alter the incentive patterns for the military services.

The most immediate and natural path for extending this current research is to assess more cases of Air Force responses to national policy. Due to limitations of time and space, this thesis confined its analysis to two major cases. For methodological completeness, however, this work craves a third case study—one that demonstrates the Air Force clearly shirking a policy counter to its cultural assumptions. One possible case worthy of future
research would be the aircraft acquisition battles of the past 10 years. During this period, the Air Force pursued acquisition of both the F-22 Raptor and a fleet of Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) like the MQ-1 Predator. While Secretary of Defense Robert Gates pushed the Air Force to acquire and deploy more surveillance assets in theater, the leaders of the Air Force appeared more interested in acquiring the F-22. An interesting study could examine the civilian policy vis-à-vis both systems, the Air Force’s own preferences, and the cultural assumptions informing those preferences. For a second possible case of shirking, the Air Force’s nuclear mishandlings of 2007-2008 appear to have a rich cultural component. Future research projects could assess the dilution of nuclear culture in the Air Force from the obsessively regimented days of Strategic Air Command through its nadir in 2008. Had the nuclear mission been orphaned by the mainstream Air Force? Were exacting nuclear protocols somehow at odds with a service culture that had migrated elsewhere?

A logical extension for additional research would be an analysis of the other service cultures and their civil-military dynamics. Carl Builder’s *The Masks of War* provides a useful starting point for understanding the images and cultures that shape each service. As this thesis has done for the Air Force’s civil-military relationship, future research could do for the other services. What impact do their unique service cultures have on their cooperation with or resistance to national policy? A particularly interesting study could be done of the US Navy given the distinct bifurcation of its surface warfare personnel from its flyers—a distinction so acute as to merit a different color of shoes. Studying the culture of naval aviation would be especially insightful given the contrast between its parentage and its operational dynamic: does its affiliation with and origins from the surface-fleet Navy govern its culture? Or do the elitism and thrills of military aviation create cultural dynamics endemic to a flying-based culture—giving it as much commonality with the Air Force as with its parent naval service?

Lastly, there are tectonic movements in place that could be changing American civil-military relations in slow but steady ways. For example, given the 25-year seasoning period of the Goldwater-Nichols legislation, a useful study could compare the service-level civil-military dynamics before and after
that legislation. By consolidating power in the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and strengthening the authorities of the Combatant Commanders, how did the legislation alter the incentive structures of the service Chiefs? Did confining the Chiefs’ statutory power to organizing, training, and equipping have any unintended consequences? Furthermore, did this legislation unknowingly reinforce the specious divide between politics and warfighting? Discussing the civil-military arrangements during Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, General Tommy Franks urged, “Keep Washington focused on policy and strategy. Leave me the hell alone to run the war.”

Mackubin Owens observes the dangerous legacy that Goldwater-Nichols may have left to sanction such a divide: “Of course, such an attitude is a dysfunctional consequence of the well-intentioned institutional arrangement created by Goldwater-Nichols reinforcing the idea that there is an autonomous realm of military action within which civilians have no role.”

Greater research into the civil-military implications of this foundational legislation is certainly needed.

Another tectonic plate moving slowly beneath our feet is the effect of protracted counter-insurgency operations on the respective service cultures. While organizational culture is an enduring phenomenon, it can change in discernible ways if the external environment requires different adaptive mechanisms. Have service cultures migrated at all in the past several years, and if so, what are the implications for civil-military relations? Have the government and the American people—as well as the military itself—come to believe that the US military is the only national institution that can actually accomplish something worthwhile? Does the military’s effectiveness across such a wide mission set mean that it will be handed ever-greater problems outside its traditional domain?

---

Implications

Civilian principals and military agents share a common interest in pursuing healthy civil-military relations. Grounded in democratic theory, each party benefits from knowing both what its role should be as well as the meaningful incentives that motivate the other. For civilian principals, this study has attempted to expose the illusion of the military as a unitary actor by highlighting the formative role of organizational culture. In the aggregate, military service members certainly share key characteristics that differentiate them from the civilian public. In the gritty sphere of policy, however, military leaders from different services are not fungible assets. Admirals have reached their position by thriving within the naval culture, while Air Force generals have grown up thinking like Airmen. The services have markedly distinct cultures that shape their perception of the national security environment.

Consequently, understanding the unique service cultures can improve the creation of viable policy, clarify communication, and help civilians anticipate where pockets of resistance or cooperation are likely to arise. Civilian authorities need not fear an imminent coup, but should recognize that policies inconsistent with the cultural assumptions of a particular service will likely engender hedging or foot-dragging from that service. As this study has shown, the organizational culture of a military service plays a dominant role in shaping its preferences, which in turn informs its calculation of working or shirking the civilian policy. In turn, these insights can foster the continued good health of American civil-military relations bequeathed by a retiring General Washington.
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